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Team Geaney Barbecue raises €3, 2180 for Irish Community Air Ambulance. The event was a great success 
thanks to all who gave time and services free for such a worthy charity. Scott Street was buzzing on that 
June Bank Holiday.  Picture: Seamus Healy.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Aisling Crosbie.

In a week which saw Kerry Mountain Rescue Team and Rescue 115 
tasked to Carrantoohil yet again, we take a look at the situation for 
the volunteers that risk their lives for others.
While the sun didn’t shine on Sunflower Day, the charity did raise 
an amazing €8,500, the 235th Annual Killarney Regatta has been 
launched and a much loved member of An Garda Siochana will be 
remembered at the Annual Schools Blitz.
Hundreds flocked to St. Anthony’s Novena in The Friary, Killarney is 
preparing to host Citizenship Ceremonies on Monday and a young 
Glenflesk tin whistle player has won gold.
Our athletes are winning on the International stage, Kerry Ladies 
see off Galway and plans are afoot for the All Ireland Senior Football  
Semi Finals.
With the promise of good weather…. enjoy your weekend!

HELPFUL CONTACT NUMBERS

COVID-19 SUPPORT LINE FOR OLDER PEOPLE 

T: 0818 222 024
ALONE has launched a national support line and additional supports for older people who 
have concerns or are facing difficulties relating to the outbreak of COVID-19 (Coronavirus). 
Professional staff are available to answer queries and give advice and reassurance where 
necessary. The support line is open Monday to Friday, 8am-8pm, by calling 0818 222 024. Hours 
may be extended to meet the demand.

ST VINCENT DE PAUL 

T: 064 66 22668 - E: svdpkillarney@eircom.net

AWARE 

1800 80 48 48 - Depression Support Helpline - www.aware.ie

JIGSAW KERRY 

066-7186785 - E: kerry@jigsaw.ie - Young Peoples Health in Mind

PIETA HOUSE

T: 01 6010000 - www.pieta.ie

SAMARITANS

116 123 24 Hour Telephone Helplines 
E: jo@samaritans.ie  www.samaritans.
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ROSS ISLAND IN SPLENDID SUNSHINE: 
Photo: Kevin Looney.

Send your perfect picture to: news@outlookmags.com for inclusion in the Killarney Outlook.
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NEWS

The lack of sunshine for the Sunflower Day fundraising event ran by 
Killarney Branch, Kerry Hospice was more than compensated for by 

the support of the local community who donated a massive €8,548 to 
Kerry Hospice Foundation.  “Many of those donors will have or had a family 
member with a life limiting illness who benefited from the services of Kerry 
Hospice. Their appreciation of the great care and empathy shown to their 
loved ones is often reflected in the extent of their donation. We are most 
grateful to all who support our fundraising events”, said Pat Doolan, Branch 
Chairperson told Killarney Outlook.  Those services are provided at the In-
patient Unit and Day Care Centre at UHK and, also, through the Homecare 
Nursing Service in conjunction with the HSE. Kerry Hospice Foundation was 
founded in 1990 by a group of people who saw the need for such a service. 
The people of Kerry have benefited from their foresight in the intervening 
years and, will do so into the future.

OVER €8,500 RAISED ON 
KERRY HOSPICE

SUNFLOWER DAY

Astunning image of Plunkett 
Street captured by 

photographer Chris O’Sullivan 
is now adorning the wall at 
the home of Carmel McCarthy 
Looney in Killarney.
Carmel won the print in a recent 
Killarney Outlook/ Chris O’Sullivan 
Photography competition.
“It is a very sentimental win for 
me”, Carmel told Killarney Outlook. 
“I worked for 14 years at Killarney 
Hardware on Plunkett Street with 
Mary-Ann Hartnett, so winning 
this print is very special for me”, 
Carmel added.

Chris O’Sullivan became 
interested in in photography 
during lockdown when he bought 
my first camera and has honed 
his skill, both capturing some 
amazing shots around the county, 
but also digitally enhancing old 
photos.
Chris also provides custom made 
Sports Canvas  prints which 
are ideal for Birthdays, Sports 
Retirements or Presentations.
You can check Chris out on his 
facebook page Chris O’Sullivan 
Photography.

SENTIMENTAL WIN FOR 
CARMEL IN KILLARNEY 

OUTLOOK COMPETITION

Cathal Walshe pictured with Julett Culloty at 
the Kerry Hospice Foundation Sunflower day.

T235th Annual Killarney 
Regatta which will take place 

on Sunday June 26th at Killarney 
Golf & Fishing Club was launched 
this week. Racing begins at 9.30 
am and all ages will compete 
from the six Killarney clubs, Fossa, 
Workmen, Muckross, Flesk Valley, 
St. Brendan’s and Commercials.
There will be lots of onshore 
entertainment with music, 
dancing and children’s 
entertainment. The annual 
Regatta Dance will take place 
on Tuesday night 28th at the 
Killarney Oaks. Tickets on the door 
on the night.

235TH ANNUAL KILLARNEY REGATTA LAUNCHED

Workmen Rowing Club Mens Crew 1986 - 1992 pictured with Killarney Regatta sponsors and officers at Tuesday night’s  launch in the 
Killarney Avenue Hotel.
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NEWSNEWS

The memory of a much loved member of 
An Garda Siochana will be honoured at 

the annual National School Blitz which is set 
to take place after a hiatus of three years 
following the pandemic.
Paudie Twohig passed away last year and his 
involvement with the tournament will be 
honoured on Monday next at the Fitzgerald 
Stadium.
“Paudie was very involved in the tournament 
from the organisation side of things to reffing 
games”, Garda Eddie Walsh, organiser of the 
event told Killarney Outlook
This year there will be a new cup for the winners.
The late Tadhg O’Sullivan’s family is delighted 
to present Corn na nÓg to honour Tadhg’s 
commitment to the promotion of Gaelic 
football in primary schools. This perpetual 
trophy will go to the winners of the Killarney 
Garda National Schools Blitz. In 1954, Tadhg 
founded the first national schools’ competition 
in East Kerry. The Killarney Garda National 
Schools Blitz carries on that tradition.  
Tadhg, from Knockeragh, always felt indebted 
to Gaelic football. As a young lad he was 
extremely shy, but found he was good at 
football. This gave him the confidence to take 
on life’s many challenges. 

In 1935, at the age of 20, he was selected to 
play for Dublin in the Leinster Championship 
while a student in St Patrick’s Teacher Training 
College, Dublin.  
The following year he played at right half-back 
on the Kerry team that played Mayo for the 
prestigious opening of the Fitzgerald Stadium 
in Killarney, lining out alongside such Kerry 
greats as Danno Keeffe, Murt Kelly and JJ 
Landers. 
1936 also saw him winning a Senior Munster 
Championship medal. Kerry lost the All-Ireland 
semi-final to the Mayo team that went on to 
claim Mayo’s first All-Ireland. 
Tadhg returned to Kerry in 1953, as Principal 
of Lissivigeen National School. In 1954 
he established the first national schools’ 
competition for young footballers in East Kerry.
The rural schools in Killarney Parish (Lissivigeen, 
Tiernaboul, Loughguitane and Loreto National 
Schools), combined successfully as Naomh 
Muire with Tadhg as trainer. 
The East Kerry teams that won the first All-Ireland 
club championship in 1971, as well as four 
Kerry County Championships, all had players 
that started out in that schools’ competition.  In 
1963, Tadhg, together with founding members 
of the Club, revitalised the Spa GAA Club, which 
had become dormant a 
few short years after 
its founding in 1948. 
The initial focus was 
on juvenile and minor 
teams.
Tadhg trained the Spa 
team that won the 
O’Donoghue Cup in 
1966, their first year as a 
senior side. 
As well as training 
the team to further 
O’Donoghue Cup 
successes, Tadhg was 
Club Chairman from 
1966 to 1982. He was 
instrumental in the Club 

acquiring its own grounds in Tullig in 1974. 
Today, Spa is thriving, catering for players of 
all ages.  It is one of only eight senior clubs in 
Kerry.
Presenting the trophy, the O’Sullivan family, 
represented by Sean said, “We are very 
grateful to the Killarney Gardaí who initiated 
and organise the Garda National Schools 
Blitz and who have welcomed this trophy to 
honour Tadhg’s work with schools’ football. 
We are delighted to see the national schools’ 
competition thriving. We know that Tadhg 
would be immensely proud to be associated 
with this competition.” 
Ní bheidh a leithéid arís ann. 
The Killarney Garda National School 7 A 
Side tkes place on Monday 20th June at 
9.30am. Schools involved inlcude  Faha, 
Coolick, Loreto, Barraduff, Glenbeigh, 
Kilummin, Fossa, Monastery, Duagh, Gaelscoil 
Faithleann, Lissivigeen, Boherbue, Kenmare, 
Loughguittane, Cullina, Rathmore, St. Olivers 
and Kimurry.
“I would like to thanks the sponsors of the 
tournament,  Tom Spillane, Auctioneers, Daly’s 
SuperValu, McCarthy Londis, Rathmore and the 
Kerry County Board”, Organiser Garda Eddie 
Walsh told Killarney Outlook.

Paudie to be remembered 
AS NATIONAL SCHOOLS BLITZ RECEIVE A NEW CUP

Paudie Twohig will be 
remembered at Monday’s 

tournament

Members of An Garda Siochana were joined by Sean O’Sullivan, sponsor of the new 
Corn na nOg cup, sponsors of the tournament and students and teachers of the 
schools involved.

Tadhg O'Suilleabhain
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NEWSKillarney falls to midtable in IBAL litter rankings 
The latest survey by Irish Business Against 

Litter shows   Killarney  etaining its Clean 
status,  22nd spots in the ranking of 40 towns 
and cities. Killarney was previously in 13th 
position. The study reveals PPE litter is on the 
decrease, but the prevalence of coffee cups on 
our streets warrants action such as a levy, says 
IBAL. 2022 marks the 20th year of the IBAL litter 
surveys.
The  An Taisce report for Killarney stated: 
A consistently strong performing town: as the 
main tourist season kicks in there were no 
heavily littered sites in Killarney.  Examples of 
top ranking sites were N22 Tralee Approach 
Road, the residential area of Pinewood Estate 
and Beech Road Car Park – this was particularly 
well presented and maintained.  With a little 
extra effort, a couple of sites could easily get 
the top litter grade e.g., Main Street and New 
Street.  
Reacting to the report, Niall Kelleher, President, 
Killarney Chamber of Tourism and Commerce 
said that while Killarney has been declared 
Clean to European Norms in the latest Irish 
Business Against Litter (IBAL) League, it is 
nevertheless disappointing that the town 
has slipped from 13th place to 22nd in the 
overall rankings and, clearly, there is a need for 
everybody to make an extra effort in relation to 
litter control.
It is noted that the adjudicators concluded that 
several sites surveyed very narrowly missed 
out on receiving the top grade so it is clear that 
there is not a huge amount of effort required 

to tackle the few niggling problems that have 
been presented.
It is obvious that Killarney, in some ways, has 
become a victim of its own success as the 
enormous surge in visitor numbers since the 
pandemic restrictions have been lifted has 
created massive footfall on the streets and, 
unfortunately, when more people gather, there 
is always a greater risk of an increase in litter.
Having said that, there is clearly a need for 
action and the Killarney Chamber of Tourism 
and Commerce is ready and willing to 
work in unison with the Killarney Municipal 
District Council and the Killarney Looking 
Good Committee to address the problems 
highlighted by the IBAL judges.
While there is merit in asking people to bring 
their litter home with them, to ensure it is 
disposed of properly, we must all remain 
realistic and realise that not everybody 
will adhere to that request. It is important, 
therefore, that a sufficient number of litter bins 
are provided on the streets and approach roads 
to give people the opportunity to discard of 
their rubbish in a responsible manner.
The possibility of introducing a levy in respect 
of disposable coffee cups, as recommended 
by the IBAL adjudicators, should certainly 
be explored. Chamber is aware that some 
outlets in Killarney already have an cup return 
incentive in place but we would encourage 
others to follow suit.  
In the meantime, an urgent course of action 
is required to tackle the problems associated 

with the careless disposal of cigarette butts 
which has been highlighted, in no uncertain 
terms, by IBAL.
That might involve encouraging businesses 
to provide more suitable methods for their 
customers to dispose of cigarettes butts or 
encouraging Killarney Municipal District 
Council to increase its efforts to keep the 
streets litter free.
Everybody in Killarney will remember the 
magnificent contribution made by local man 
Dermot O’Connor who was a key part of a 
team that kept the streets litter free on his daily 
patrol prior to his retirement in 2020. It might 
take more than one man to replace Dermot but 
if that is what is required, then so be it and the 
council needs to act without delay.
When it comes to personal responsibility in 
relation to litter control, education is key but, 
unfortunately, it would appear that many 
people are slow learners in that regard so the 
necessary resources to keep Killarney looking 
its best must be provided.
Killarney Looking Good and Tidy Towns 
volunteers will do what they can but, ultimately, 
the responsibility for keeping the streets litter 
free remains with the municipal authority.
It is important to stress that outdoor staff 
supervisor Noel O’Leary and his crew are doing 
magnificent work but Killarney, as the country’s 
premier tourist town, needs realistic resources 
if it is to maintain the standards expected of it.

PINEWOOD ESTATE HAS  BEEN DEEMED A TOP RANKING SITE 
IN THE IBAL REPORT

Editors Note:
Perhaps it is time to reinstate the students who worked with Killarney Municipal District 
litter picking around the town during the Summer Months. In the past there was a 
dedicated member of Killarney Municipal District who was responsible for litter picking. 
This role wasn’t filled following a retirement, but the work completed by these roles 
cannot be underestimated.
The onus is now on everyone to play their part, and while there are a dedicated group of 
volunteers working tirelessly every week - it is time to take it on ourselves to be part of 
the drive to get Killarney back up the ranks in the IBAL league.
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NEWSHundreds flock to 
St. Anthony’s 

Novena
Franciscan Friary - Killarney 

Jane Kehoe Killarney, a familiar face at the Franciscan 
Friary pictured at the Blessing of the Lillies.

Fr David Collins OFM this years St Anthony 
Director giving a children’s & family  blessing to 
Irene, Caragh, Emma & Treasa O Donoghue  & 
Seán & Ciara O Leary Kilcummin

Eileen Ann Nagle - Gneeveguilla 
Timmy and Charlie Kelliher. Aileen Moriarty. Noah 
and Freddie O’Leary. Kilcummin

A packed congregation pictured at the Blessing of the 
Lillies at St. Anthony’s Novena at the Friary.

Family & children blessing which took place Monday the 13th 
Feast day - Eileen O Connor with her beautiful grandchildren 
Eoin, Ella & Anna Murphy, Rosha & Rian Convey and Aaron 
O Connor & Rea O Connor

Hundreds flocked to St. Anthony’s Novena in the Franciscan Friary with Monday’s masses 
and Blessing of the Lilies attracting a full house.
“It was wonderful to see such a hugh congregation  after these two years, we were delighted 
to see such a great attendance at all the masses”, Bro. Pat Lynch OFM and Guardian at the 
Friary told Killarney Outlook.
Fr David Collins OFM was very popular and we were honoured up have him give us 9 days  
of his time as he’s a busy man being guardian in our Galway Friary and even though he is a  
Cork man, we welcomed him with open arms” Bro. Pat added
The 9 day novena music and singing was enhanced by  Br Aldi who is from the Canadian 
Province,  the wonderful Friary folk group, Sheila Quill  and organist Angel Climent. 
"There were heartfelt and spiritual moving stories and  prayer and the blessing of children 
and families was the largest attendance we have seen through the years on the feast day 
at 4pm”, he added.
 Fr.   David Collins OFM, Director of the Novena,  told Killarney Outlook that he was  delighted 
to be back to Killarney and to see such wonderful crowds at the 9 daily Novena of St Anthony.  
"I  was particularly taken back with the 4pm blessing of the children and family’s  on Monday,  
it was so nice to be back as Killarney holds a special place in all our hearts”, he added
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It’s the talk of the town…
With Anne Lucey

Anne Lucey looks at the positive news happening in the town of Killarney

That five people became cragfast  or stranded  
on one of the most difficult ways up 

Carrauntoohil is not surprising. But that they 
appear to have started out on the Howling  Ridge 
at 4 pm - from eye reports by other climbers - is 
jaw dropping. 
I hope the two females and three males who drove 
to the foot of the mountain on Sunday afternoon  
and safely made their away on Monday made 
a hefty contribution to Kerry Mountain Rescue 
Team.  These  selfless volunteers of KMRT had to 
worry about them overnight  and then get up at 
6 am Monday and rope the adventurers  to the 
summit and walk them back to their cars. And we 
are not even talking about the cost of calling out 
the helicopter.
But there is a wider and  serious question 
being raised. Gerry Christie of KMRT referred 
to the “industrial scale” of walkers now on the 
Carrauntoohil  and of the  traffic jams on Saturday 
alone.
The straight talking and highly respected  Patricia 
Deane is the manager of the MacGillycuddy’s 
Reeks conservation project which has scooped 
an international award. On any given day you can 
have 600 people up Carrauntoohil,  according to 
Patricia who works closely with the Reeks farmers.  
These  “fragile” and precious  environments, with 

slow growth and high rainfall  are coming down 
now with “footfall” and will be severely damaged 
for generations to come, she says. 
I have witnessed this with my own eyes in our 35 
years on Mangerton Mountain. 
What was a green pasture land when we moved 
here, has become a steep shoulder high trench 
worn  to the bare rock. In winter now, water 
gushes  down in a new river bed eroding bogland 
mountain  and road.
Our  uplands - which by the way are privately 
owned -  are protected areas, or are meant to be, 
but they are regarded  as “ free” pleasure grounds 
to be enjoyed at no cost,  Patricia  observes. And 
that raises the issue of “spending a penny” - in 
more ways than one.
I have heard  calls for more car parks for climbers 
which is the last thing we need. Incredibly, no one 
is calling for what is most needed: toilet facilities. 
238,000  people went up Carrauntoohil in 2018, 
according to just three counters . This year will 
break all records, Patricia Deane expects.  Now 
it takes up to four hours of hard climbing and 
strenuous effort  to get to the top alone. 
Are  we to believe that hill walkers have “ grown 
so great” to paraphrase Brutus,  they are spared 
human needs until they get back down the 
mountain and drive to the nearest hotel? That’s 

eight hours and more without going. In fact, 
the outdoor toilet situation on Carrauntoohil is 
disgusting, I am told.
In any case, I  can speak for my own doorstep 
and the queues behind the few “sceachs”  on 
Mangerton have to be seen to be believed.
We urgently need our local authority and tourism 
representatives to look under the fur coat of 
constant  marketing and start building hygiene 
facilities.
 Or could we have a campaign to encourage our 
hundreds of thousands  upland adventurers in 
Kerry  to carry a scoop  bag and bring it home?

“INDUSTRIAL SCALE” OF WALKERS 
NOW TAKING ON CARRAUNTOOHIL AS RESCUES INCREASE

There is good news on the airways! 
Apparently the Dublin Kerry and 

Kerry Dublin runs are well up even 
on pre-Covid days. This is despite the 
withdrawal of the PSO subsidized 
flights.
The  collapse of Stobart Air in June 
2021, ( operating the Public Service 
Obligation (PSO) on behalf of Aer 
Lingus)   led to the withdrawal of the 
Government/EU subsidies).
However  in the 12 months to the end 
of May of this year numbers on the 
Ryanair Kerry to Dublin run  were up 
27 %, the airport said.
More attractive pricing - cheaper than 
the set fares of 50 euro under the PSO 
- along with flight times suiting US 
passengers are given as the reason for 
the increase.
The flights to and from Kerry are to be 
had now for around 19.99 each way.  
This is a clear advantage for the airport 
and the airline over trains and tolls.
But the problem - as well as lack of 
airport security streamlining in Dublin 
-  for Kerry people is the schedule 
or  the times. Going up  at 10.35 and 
not landing until after 11 am is often 
too late to catch a connection, not 
to mention to get a full day’s work 
in Dublin. The flight back down is at 

16.30 pm.
There is little that can be done except 
try to persuade  Ryanair who  are 
operating the route and they are the 
only show in town.
(Except the campaign mentioned last 
week to have just one check in at Kerry 
for those travelling on  is even more 
urgent and needs to be continued).
Outside of Dublin and Shannon 
Airports in 2021, Kerry had the 
highest private jet aviation aircraft 
movements in the State, ferrying 
golfers and businessmen and women.
Under EU Legislation once a 
commercial operator takes over a pso 
route - no Government can financially 
support it, ceo of the airport, John 
Mulhern said.
“Although at different scheduled times 
of operation, Ryanair have made every 
effort to recover the route and recent 
passenger numbers exceed even the 
numbers experienced in 2019 when 
it was at its most successful,” the 
ceo said, thanking Ryanair for their 
support and “great efforts to recover 
connectivity to our Region,” .
And we have to agree. But for Ryanair 
there would be few flights from Kerry.

Sky’s the limit on Kerry Dublin route Disappointment at IBAL report despite 
great efforts

Such great efforts have been 
made in Killarney against litter 

by both volunteers and council 
staff, it is a little disappointing for 
all of us to see a drop in the town’s 
performance in the recent IBAL 
litter survey from 13 cleanest to 
22nd.
However it is worth mentioning 
how the opening remarks in the 
report by An Taisce which runs the 
survey for the business league.   “A 
consistently strong performing 
town,” is said of Killarney. As the 
main tourist season kicks in there 
were no heavily littered sites in 
Killarney, it added.
There were  four grade As - Beech 
Road car park, New Market Lane, 
the N22 Tralee Road approach and 
Pinewood Estate.
Of Pinewood, it was noted   “there 
was a virtual absence of litter” .
However Upper Lewis Road was 
moderately littered  and this was 
throughout. The type of litter on 
Lewis is worth mentioning (and I 
would bet it could be put down  to 
jettison from cars)
“Examples of food related litter 
included fast-food wrappers, 

plastic bottles, coffee cups, sweet 
wrappers. Alcohol cans and 
cigarette butts were also visible,” 
the report states. 
The Chamber of Commerce and 
Tourism are right to call attention 
to the disappointment to nip the 
problem in the  bud and they are 
willing to work with all concerned.
They are calling for a sufficient 
number of litter bins on the streets 
and approach roads to give people 
the opportunity to discard of their 
rubbish in a responsible manner 
along with cigarette disposal units 
outside premises.

Tim Long, Dan Daly and Eamonn O’Connor, on Howling 
Ridge - The most spectacular multi-pitch mountaineering 
routes in Ireland where five climbers were rescued earlier 
this week.Photo:Valerie O’Sullivan

Dedicated Tidy Towns Volunteer Christy 
Lehane is pictured with Frank Culloty of 
Kerry Drain Services powerwashing at The 
Friary on Monday Evening.
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NEWS

Ireland’s cycling community is coming 
together on 20th August to support Irish 

humanitarian aid organisation, GOAL, and 
their Ukraine Crisis Appeal. GOAL’s Pedal 
West for Ukraine challenge aims to help 
raise life-saving funds for people impacted 
by the conflict, which is in its fourth month. 
The 75 kilometre challenge begins at Bally-
seedy Home & Garden Centre in Tralee, who 
are also partnering with GOAL on the event, 
before going through Camp and Annascaul 
on the Dingle Peninsula. The route continues 
to Inch Beach and Castlemaine, before finish-
ing off at Ballyseedy Home & Garden centre.
Advance registration for GOAL’S Pedal West 
For Ukraine is essential,  please visit: https://
www.goalglobal.org/pedalwestforukraine/ to 
register now.

Pictured at the launch (l to r) David Burns Senior Fundraising Manager, GOAL; cycling enthusiast Aidan O’Mahony (Senior Kerry 
Footballer and 5 time All Ireland Champion); cycling enthusiast Maeve Carey (Former Miss Kerry); Elizabeth Fearns Head of PR & 
Events, Ballyseedy; GOAL Board member, Jimmy Deenihan.  Photograph: Domnick Walsh / EYE FOCUS LTD

AUGUST CYCLE IN KERRYAUGUST CYCLE IN KERRY  
TO SUPPORT GOAL’S UKRAINE CRISIS APPEALTO SUPPORT GOAL’S UKRAINE CRISIS APPEAL

PEDIGREE IN SPORT
By Nicky Barry

With teenage boys you never know, how they will turn out,
With distractions in their lives, as they knock about.

They can fall in with a bad crowd, and sometimes do things,
That you’d prefer they didn’t do, for the hassle that it brings.

My boys discovered rowing, out on Killarney’s lakes,
And like ducks to water, found they had what it takes.

I really wasn’t too surprised, for their mother was a queen,
Who rowed with the Brendans, and for three years reigned supreme.

They won hat- trick Senior Sixes, at the annual regatta,
Beating all the local crews, including rivals Fossa.

Her two sons rowed with Muckross, and became serial winners,
Rowing all over Munster, on its leading lakes and rivers.
Roy won a national title, in which we took great pride,

And Ross rowed for Ireland, winning on the river Clyde.
They beat England, Wales and Scotland, which was no mean feat,

And Muckross folk regaled them, as international elite.
Recently we heard our grand daughter, had been picked for a crew,

In a club in Manchester, and Roy taught her what to do.
Rowing in a double scull, Niamh won the gold medal,

For you can’t beat pedigree, in sport at any level!

20 clean ups took place across Kerry beaches as  volunteers answered 
Clean Coasts’ call to action to protect our ocean this June.

Wednesday the 8th of June marked the global celebration of World Ocean 
Day, an initiative that highlights the important role the ocean has for our life 
and the planet. 
This year, Irish environmental charity Clean Coasts joined forces with National 
Spring Clean for the second year running to provide volunteers and commu-
nities in Kerry with free clean up kits to host a clean-up in honour of World 
Ocean Day.
Statistics have shown that the number one cause of marine litter is litter 
dropped in towns and cities and getting involved in World Ocean Day was a 
great way for residents of non-coastal counties to help prevent litter entering 
our waterways by tackling the problem at the source. 
Over 300 volunteers collected 2 tonnes of litter at the 20 clean-up events held 
both on land and by the Kerry coast to prevent litter pollution at the source to 
ensure it does not end up in the ocean. 

2 TONNES OF LITTER COLLECTED IN KERRY
FOR WORLD OCEAN DAY

Castlegregory Tidy Towns volunters pictured

There is still time to saddle up for the annual Ring of Kerry Charity 
Cycle but it is advisable to to register as soon as possible so as not 

to be disappointed.
Anyone resident in Ireland ( including NI) and are registered as of 
yesterday, will receive their bike tag, cable ties & wrist band by post, so 
they should receive them next week. Late registrations and overseas will 
have to collect them on Friday 1st & Saturday 2nd in Killarney.
If the thought of  taking on the the 170km cycle in one day, why not sign 
up for the virtual event 170km My Way for the Irish Red Cross Ukraine 

Crisis Appeal which runs from 1st June 
through  to 31st July. 
You can complete your 170k anytime, 
anywhere meaning you can do it in a day, a 
week or a month!
To register for 170km My Way go to www.ringofkerry.ie. Registration fee 
is €40 which includes a free unique t-shirt.
Over the past 40 years the Ring of Kerry Charity Cycle has distributed 
over €17.4 million to charitable causes. 

STILL TIME TO SADDLE UP FOR THE 
RING OF KERRY CHARITY CYCLE
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Killarney’s Matthew May has won the All Ireland Junior Pool 
Championship.  A fantastic achievement in a competitive field of over 

300 players. Matthew battled through 8 rounds to take the Cup home. 
In round 2, he found himself trailing by 5 frames to nil and managed to 
turn it around and escape with a 6-5 victory. He won the final playing 
fantastic pool with a scoreline of 8-3 against an experienced Tyrone man, 
David McClements. 
Matthew is only 20 years of age and only in recent months started to 
enter Pool Tournaments, taking a break from the snooker table which 

he would be more familiar with having learned the game from playing 
with his father in the Cue Club, Killarney with the late Danny McGough 
who was one of the finest amateur snooker players in the country who 
no doubt was looking down on him with great pride as he took the 
victory in the INEC Killarney. We have no doubt that Matthew will go on 
to bigger things in the game if he puts in the hard work and dedication 
that is required.
The Kerry B team also enjoyed success in reaching the All Ireland Junior 
Team finals. After victories over Westmeath, Wicklow, Limerick, they 
qualified to the quarter finals where they managed to scrape past 
Armagh by 14-13 to see them into the semi final against Galway. They 
beat Galway 14-9 in what was a fantastic performance. In the final, they 
lost out to a very strong Cork side by 14-6. It was a great achievement 
to reach the final in what was a lot of the players only first or second 
time competing at the All Ireland Championships. They were guided to 
the final by Captain Aidan O Sullivan and Manager Tom Walsh who did a 
great job all week.

CLOSURE 
OF SCEILIG 

MHICHÍL DUE 
TO ROCKFALL 

EVENT
Skellig Mhichíl is closed to the public 

due to a rockfall event which took 
place this week
The Office of Public Works has announced  
that the site will be closed to visitors until 
further notice.  
There were no casualties as a result of this 
rockfall event, however, the island has 
been closed to allow for a full examination 
of the site and to clear debris.
Sceilg Mhichíl will reopen to visitors once it 
has been deemed safe to do so.  

POOL SHARK MATTHEW 

WINS ALL IRELAND 
JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIP

All Ireland champion Matthew Maye 

Back row: John O Brien (Tralee), David Kerins (Tralee), Nathan O Brien (Tralee), Ryan Delaney 
(Ardfert),
Middle row: Nathan O Leary (Tralee), Darragh Breen (Killarney), Richie Campbell (Killarney), 
Derry O Sullivan (Killarney), Stephen Daly (Tralee), Aidan O Sullivan (Rathmore), Tom Walsh 
(Killarney)
Front row: Matthew Maye (Killarney)
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Pilates for Wellness 
at B Well Fitness Club Killarney

B Well Fitness Club in Killarney 
are launching a six week Pilates 

programme from Monday 27th June. 
Edele Daly and the team at B Well have 
designed this Pilates programme to gently 
ease beginners or those with intermediate 
experience of Pilates into a range of flowing 
movements and exercises to improve 
flexibility and core strength. Edele says 
that Pilates is a gentle, low impact form of 
exercise suitable for all ages and abilities, 
as it uses the body’s own resistance to 
enhance muscular strength and tone in a 
gradual way. As Pilates is a safe and effective 
method of rehabilitation and exercise that 
focuses on muscular balance, it’s a favourite 
exercise for those seeking a pace that works 
for their age and fitness ability.
The cost is €70.00 for the six weeks, taking 
place at 7pm each Monday evening at 
B Well Fitness Club at Unit 3, Countess 
Shopping Centre, Killarney, Eircode V93 

K57F.
To find out more and book your place, 
please contact the B Well team on 087 764 
3449. 
Visit bwellfitnessclub.com or follow @
bwellfitnessclubkillarney on Facebook / 
Instagram

The Gleneagle Hotel in Killarney has 
appointed a new deputy general manager.

Jadwiga Surmiak returns to The Gleneagle 
Hotel as deputy general manager having 
previously worked there for over ten years.
Jadwiga began her career in hospitality in 2006 
as a waitress in The Gleneagle Hotel’s Flesk 
Restaurant. Her flair for customer service and 
dedication to her work secured her a place 
on the hotel group’s Trainee Management 
Programme. Jadwiga subsequently rose 
through the managerial ranks gaining 
experience in various roles including bar 
manager and front office manager.
Her career trajectory continued with Killarney’s 
Great Southern Hotel where she held the 
roles of conference and banqueting manager, 
followed by food and beverage manager 
before being promoted to operations manager.

Jadwiga’s return to The Gleneagle Hotel has 
been hugely welcomed by the entire team. 
Speaking about her appointment Gleneagle 
Group CEO Patrick O’Donoghue said: “Jadwiga 
has amassed a wealth of experience during her 
career to-date. She was an integral part of our 
team for over a decade and we are delighted to 
welcome her back as deputy general manager.
Deputy General Manager, Jadwiga Surmiak 
said: “Much has changed at The Gleneagle 
since I last worked here, the hotel had 
undergone massive refurbishment, it has been 
elevated to four-star status by Fáilte Ireland 
and it has opened Hotel67. I am delighted to 
re-join The Gleneagle at this exciting time and 
I look forward to working with the team here 
to deliver exception guest experiences in the 
months and years ahead.”

GLENEAGLE HOTEL APPOINTS 
NEW DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER

Why not celebrate 
the Summer 

Solstice  at a Yoga and 
Reflective practice 
on June 21st in the 
grounds of Muckross 
House in Killarney.

The free event is hosted 
by Vinyasa Yoga Class 
with Nicole O’Brien and 
Reflective Practices with 

Irene Nash of The Willow 
Circe.

The event begins at 
9.30am on Tuesday 21st 
June and everyone is 
welcome to attend, with 
al proceeds collected 
on the day going to 
Recovery Haven.

It’s time to Flow & Reflect
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Abook which was released, yesterday on June 16th to coincide with 
Bloomsday,   the day depicted in James Joyce’s novel Ulysses has 

been penned by a woman with strong Killarney connections.
Máirín Mc Sweeney, grew up in  Killarney with her mum, Maura, who 
was a teacher at Killarney Conmmunity College, her father Ted who 
worked with the ESB and brother Donal. Mairin attended school at Holy 

Cross Mercy and Loreto Convent 
Secondary School until she moved 
to Dublin at age 14 with her family.
Mairin fell in love with Dublin 
which would become the subject 
of her debut novel How We Mortals 
Blame The God. She has had many 
varied careers from running her 
own interior architecture business, 
working on humanitarian projects 
in Gautemala and South Africa, to 
more recently becoming a teacher 
of English Literature in Geneva, 
Switzerland. She earned an MA in 
Creative Writing in the University 
of Cape Town, South Africa. An avid 
traveller, she currently lives on Lake 
Annecy in France.
ABOUT THE BOOK

The book is based in 
Dublin, it is June 16th, 
2004, Dublin, Ireland. 
Centenary celebrations 
for James Joyce’s Ulysses 
are in full flow.
A troubled boy is about to 
walk into the Bloomsday 
Centenary Concert, which 
is packed full of dignitaries, 
and blow himself up.
Inside the concert hall, the 
lives of four unsuspecting people spin towards each other: Omar Wilde, a 
half-Egyptian/half-Irish journalist struggling with an ailing marriage; Flora 
Wilde, his headstrong Polish wife, haunted by the loss of their stillborn child; 
Kieran Lynch, a young actor playing the character of Stephen Dedalus on the 
streets of Dublin that day; and Bláithín O’Leary, an emotionally fragile young 
actress and drug addict who is dragged into a political scandal involving a 
cabinet minister who happens to be her father.
“I am so excited to be releasing the book”, Mairin told Killarney Outlook. 
“It is a dream come true” she added.
How We Mortals Blame The Gods by Máirín Mc Sweeney is available to 
buy on Amazon from June 16th.
 

Killarney will again host Citizenship Ceremonies on Monday the 
20th of June 2022 at the INEC.  The ceremony will be the first since 

March 2nd 2020 due to the pandemic.
Approximately 2,000 individuals will formally become Irish citizens on 
the day.  Two ceremonies will take place over the course of the day. 
4,000 people are expected to attend the event to celebrate with the 
recipients.
Killarney Gardaí are advisig that complimentary shuttle buses will 
operate from the bus station and train station and a  complimentary 
shuttle service will also operate from Scott’s Street, all commencing at 
8am.
Hotel, Guesthouse and Bed & Breakfast operators are asked to advise 
their guests (recipients) to use the shuttlebuses, as parking in the vicinity 
of the INEC, The Gleneagle Hotel and The Brehon Hotel will be limited. 
“Traffic delays are anticipated therefore local traffic and attendees are 
asked to allow extra travel time”, Dermot O’Connell Sergeant I/C
Killarney Garda Station told Killarney Outlook.
Residents too are advised to allow extra time for journeys in and around 
Killarney in particular the Muckross Road on Monday 20th of June 2022.  
Residents of Mill Road are advised to expect an increase in traffic flow as 
recipients exit the INEC from 11.45am.

 KILLARNEY TO HOST CITIZENSHIP CEREMONIES

Members of the Irish Defence Force 
pictured at the last Citizenship cereony 
at the INEC just before the first Covid-19 
lockdown. 
Photo: Valerie O’Sullivan (file photo)

Mairin releases debut novel

Pictured front From left kneeling : Anna Kerins Coach, Sandra Marshall, Anna Lee Crowley, Katie Kerins, Derarca O Con-
nor, Jacinta Buckley (Coach), Amy Mc Carthy, Máire Collins, Mikaela Buckley Mollie Mahony and Annie Potts (Coach).
Middle row standing Mairéad Corridon Deputy Principal, Abigail Horan, Laura O Donoghue, Abbie Mahony, Shauna 
Tangney, Rachel Murphy, Bernadette O Mahony, Leah Boyle, Ella Killington Emma Kerin,Emma O Donoghue and Te-
resa Lonergan (Principal).   Last row from left: Sharon Fitzmaurice, Shauna Mc Carthy, Amber Heaton, Laura Burke, 
Rachel O Sullivan, Ciara Shanahan, Keeve Aherne, Tara Kerin, Eilís Enright.

Castleisland Community College 
Munster Football School 

Champions 2022
Ahuge congratulations to our senior football 

team that were crowned Senior Munster School 
Football Champions in May 2022. The students 
received the Munster trophy on the day and received 
their medals the last week of term. A special mention 
to their dedicated trainers and managers, Anna Kerin, 
Annie Potts and Jacinta Buckley.
 ‘This was a huge achievement for a small school that 
recruited players from first year to sixth year. It was a 
fantastic finish to the school year especially for our 
two 6th year players Leah Boyle (Captain) and Rachel 
O Sullivan’, stated the principal Teresa Lonergan.       
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BUSINESS
OUTLOOK

GROW YOUR BUSINESS HERE - WITH US!

Tricel Composites, part of the Tricel Group, has announced its 
latest acquisition. The Killarney company recently acquired   MID 

GlassFibre Supplies Ltd into the Distribution Division. 
Founded by Liam and Jacqueline Phelan, this company is well established 
and respected in the Irish market. It is strategically located in Dublin 
to complement our already solid position in distributing composite 
materials on the Island of Ireland. By acquiring a company specialising in 
marine and roofing, we further strengthen our presence in this industry. 
As part of the Group’s growth strategy, this acquisition follows the recent 
acquisition of BioKube in Denmark and two acquisitions in the French 
market.
Commenting on the acquisition: Liam Phelan said: “We are delighted to 
have found the perfect partner in Tricel and to have the opportunity to 
further expand our operations within the Irish market.”
As Sean Ward, Managing Director of Tricel Composites NI, said, “To 
accelerate our development in Ireland, we have chosen to partner with 
MID GlassFibre Supplies Ltd, a major player in distributing composite 
materials with whom we share a similar corporate culture. With this 
acquisition, the company significantly strengthens its technical 
capabilities and composite distribution business in Ireland.”
Robbie Larkin, Head of Distribution, said: “This acquisition forms part of 
the distribution growth strategy to strengthen our position as industry 
leaders. We are delighted to welcome Liam and his team to the Tricel 
Group and look forward to growing this business over the coming years”. 
Tricel is a family-run business started in 1973 by Anne Stack & Con 
Stack out of a small lane in Killarney. The company initially produced 
products from glass-reinforced plastics (GRP) for the local community. 
Through a comprehensive growth strategy throughout the ‘90s and 
‘00s, the company expanded its exports, followed by several successful 
acquisitions to establish manufacturing facilities throughout the UK and 
Europe.

Tricel, led by the Stack family, offers market-leading solutions to over 
50 countries. Markets that the company serves include storage tanks, 
pumps, sewage treatment tanks, construction products, and lubricant 
distribution.
Tricel Group, headquartered in Killarney, consists of 14 companies 
with six manufacturing facilities in Europe, and it employs more than 
600 people at these locations. The company has grown domestically 
and internationally through local manufacturing, exports, distribution 
agreements with strong local partners, and selective acquisitions of 
companies that enhance its product capabilities and geographic reach. 
As a result of its 50 years of successful operations, the company has 
established a leading position in wastewater and water storage markets. 
In the next five years, the company’s roadmap for growth will continue to 
be based on two main pillars: Innovation & Sustainability.

TRICEL ACQUIRES 
NEW COMPANY

Pictured (L-R) attached: Sean Ward, Managing Director (Tricel Composites NI) & Liam 
Phelan (Founder, MID GlassFibre Supplies Ltd.)

The news that Kerry Airport has made a remarkably steady recovery 
from the dramatic business slump associated with the pandemic is 

wonderful news for everybody in Kerry, Killarney Chamber of Tourism 
and Commerce has said.
In its annual report and accounts for the 12-month period ended 31 
December 2021, the airport confirmed an operating profit, after taxation, 
of €2,439,515 which compares most favourably with the after taxation 
operating loss of €144,996 in the previous year.
The airport’s board said gross revenue in 2021 reflects the recovery in 

passenger numbers from a low of 82,959 in 2020 to 115,398 in 2021, 
complemented by a growth in the corporate and general aviation sector 
during the period.
Killarney Chamber of Tourism and Commerce President, Niall Kelleher, 
said huge credit is due to the airport’s chief executive officer, John 
Mulhern, the board of directors and the staff for the great resilience and 
remarkable dedication they displayed during a very difficult period.
“What really sums up that commitment is confirmation that Kerry had 
the highest business aviation aircraft movement in the State outside of 
Dublin and Shannon in 2021. That just shows the extent of the effort 
made by the team in Farranfore and they all deserve great credit for that,” 
Mr Kelleher said.
“For everybody involved in Kerry tourism – the lifeblood of the county 
– it is very heartening to learn that there is great confidence that the 
upward trend will continue and that passenger numbers in 2022 will 
increase significantly,” he added.
The Chamber President said the next few years will be vital to enable the 
team at the airport to continue the steady recovery and he appealed to 
the Kerry public to use the facility as much as possible and to be loyal to 
the local service.
“For Kerry to prosper as a top tourist destination we need Kerry Airport 
to be successful and Killarney Chamber will certainly do everything in 
its power to promote and enhance this wonderful facility right on our 
doorstep,” Mr Kelleher said.
The Chamber President said it is of great concern that, despite the great 
work of John Mulhern and his team, the Kerry-Dublin Public Service 
Obligation (PSO) was lost following the collapse of Stobart Air in 2021. 

AIRPORT RECOVERY GOOD NEWS FOR EVERYBODY
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As the state exams approach the end of 
the second week, many candidates have 

reached or are close to the end of the road. 
The optional subjects now take centre stage. 
As the number of candidates taking these 
subjects is considerably less than the number 
taking the compulsory subjects some exam 
centres will close early. Candidates from these 
centres will be relocated to a different centre 
for the remainder of the exam. The number 
of candidates in the school environment will 
also continue to decrease, so it’s important for 
candidates who still have a job of work to do, 
not to feel left behind or become impatient to 
get over the finish line. 
Normally in the final seven days, candidates 
will have one or two subjects from a standard 
seven left to do. However, it’s not unknown for 
students to take an eight or even a ninth subject 
to complete a particular vocational grouping 
such as Business, Economics and Accounting. 
So, there is still a lot to play for. There are grades 
and points to be earned. 
Candidates must guard against exam fatigue 
in the final weeks. The buzz of the early days 
is gone. There is less foot fall around the exam 
centres. Your remaining subjects are likely to be 
spaced out. These subjects have to be faced. 
They must be given priority between now and 
Tuesday week. Keep a lid on your impatience 
and stay in exam mode. You need to be as 
motivated, focussed and energetic as you were 
on the first exam day. 
Eight of the fifteen exam days will have passed 
by this Friday evening. There are fourteen more 
subject sessions in the remaining seven days. 
The number of candidates taking these subjects 
will be much less than in the earlier days of the 
exam. However, candidates concerned must 
defer any post exam celebrations. In sporting 

parlance, as Sir Alex Ferguson has so often 
reminded us, the game ends only with the 
final whistle. How right he is! Defeat has often 
been snatched from the jaws of victory by one 
untimely lapse in concentration. 

The weekend provides an opportunity to 
recharge the batteries and to plan for next 
week. Enjoy some exercise and fresh air to 
prepare for the third week. A good work out 
will help you to sleep soundly, to build up 
stamina and endurance and to maintain your 
concentration for the last lap. Enjoy a few good 
nights’ rest so that your mind and body are fully 
alert for the remaining papers. Organise your 
revision sessions for daylight hours. Don’t burn 
the mid-night oil but go to bed early. Go over 
the tips and predictions for your remaining 
subjects. Resist the temptation to spend 
endless hours cramming course material. Scan 
your notes on the eve of any remaining paper 
so that the key concepts are fresh in your mind. 
Maintain your disciplined and organised 
approach over the remaining days. Avoid late 
night socialising with those who have finished 
the exam. Keep your distance from alcohol 
as you’ll need a clear head and lots of energy 
for the task ahead. Eat well as good nutrition 
is important in week three to avoid energy 
loss. Keep your fluid levels high to avoid 
dehydration. 
Candidates have performed very well during 
the past fortnight. Keep up the good work and 
bring your exam to a successful conclusion in 
your remaining subjects. Use your free days 
wisely. Stay positive and be confident in your 
ability to do well in next week’s papers. Take it 
subject by subject and bring the curtain down 
on a stellar performance.

THERE IS STILL A LOT TO PLAY FOR 
AS THE STATE EXAMS ENTER THE

 HOME STRAIGHT
By Billy Ryle

CHECKLIST 

• 131,431 entered for the exams, 63,383 at 
Leaving Cert and 68,048 at the Junior Cycle 
• In Kerry, 2,091entered for the Leaving Cert 
and 1,984 for the Junior Cycle exam
• The optional subjects are now centre stage 
in the state exams
• Use the remaining non-exam days for revi-
sion
• Candidates who have papers in weeks three 
and four must guard against exam fatigue
• Keep a lid on your impatience and stay in 
exam mode 
• Remain as motivated, focussed and ener-
getic as you were on 8th June
• Prepare a plan of work for the remaining 
subjects
• An exercise programme will help you to 
sleep soundly 
• Organise your revision sessions for daylight 
hours
• Don’t burn the mid-night oil but go to bed 
early
• Resist the temptation to spend endless 
hours cramming course material
• Eat well in week three to avoid energy loss
• Keep your fluid levels high to avoid dehy-
dration
• Stay positive and be confident in your abil-
ity to do well
• CAO ‘Change of Mind’ Form closes at 5pm 
on Friday, 1st July

Billy Ryle is a Career Guidance Counsellor 
and Educational Commentator

                 Email: rylebilly@gmail.com  
Tel: 087 9808979

Michelle Burke, Robyn Sheehy Hayes & Ms. O Reilly at the 
Presentation Castleisland Fun day

L to R Kirsten O Connor, Laura Mc Shane & Saoirse Daly at the 
Presentation Castleisland Fun day 
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Kerry Group Chief Executive Edmond Scanlon and Minister Norma Foley at Kerry’s 50th 
celebrations at its Listowel site on Friday 10th June. It was in June 1972 that operations officially 
commenced at Kerry’s first site in Listowel and the company has since grown to a team of 22,000 
people.  Photo By :  © Eye Focus LTD

Kerry Celebrate 50th Anniversary

Cruinniú na nÓg took place nationwide on Saturday 11th June this 
year with a programme of creative celebrations for children and 

young people.  
The programme in Kerry offered a vast choice of free events and 
activities for children and young people.  With over 19 events taking 
place across the county hundreds of participants by Saturday afternoon, 
Cruinniú na nÓg in Kerry received overwhelmingly positive feedback 
from parents and children. There was something for all ages and tastes in 
this year’s programme and some of the highlights included a circus show 
and workshop, a youth film programme and discussion panel, music 
workshops and performances, creative writing and poetry workshops, 
painting and pottery workshops, youth theatre workshops and in person 
and online exhibitions. 
One of the national flagship events, Garageland Galaxyz, was 
headquartered in St Johns Listowel. 
Garageland Galaxyz was a giant music festival stretching across 8 live 
locations nationwide, with in-studio performances streaming across 
multiple platforms.
Cruinniú na nÓg Kerry 2022 was spread right across the county with 

representation in every Municipal District and creativity and innovation 
on display across all events. 
Check out Kerry County Council Arts Office social media channel @
kerrycoarts and website www.kerrycoco.ie/arts to see images, video clips 
and reviews of the successes.
Cruinniú na nÓg Kerry is facilitated by Kerry County Council Arts Office/
Creative Ireland Kerry Office and Creative Ireland.

St. Oliver’s Nationals School in 
Ballycasheen is one of t wo 

schools in Kerry have joined an 
initiative organised between Allianz 
and Cumann na mBunscol, that will 
support Ukrainian schoolchildren 
participate in local Gaelic game 
activities through their schools. 
The initiative sees Allianz provide 
26 schools across Ireland with 500 
footballs, 200 hurleys and 200 
sliothars to help Ukrainian refugee 
schoolchildren fall in love with our 
national games.
In total, the twenty-six participating 
schools will help 383 Ukrainian 
schoolchildren join local Gaelic game 

activities across the country. The two 
Kerry schools have welcomed in 150 of 
these Ukrainian children –the highest 
proportion of any county taking part in 
the initiative.
The sports equipment was successfully 
delivered to Scoil Sadbhaín, Cahirciveen 
and St. Olivers, Ballycasheen, Killarney 
last week, in advance of Allianz Cumann 
na mBunscol Week. The initiative 
welcomes schools from fifteen different 
counties across all  four provinces. It is 
envisaged through the campaign these 
schools will play a key role in helping 
Ukrainian schoolchildren integrate into 
their local communities through the 
national sport.

ST. OLIVER’S NS FEATURE IN GAA INITIATIVE
TO SUPPORT UKRAINIAN PUPILS

Creative celebrations at 
Cruinniú na nÓg 2022

Photograph by Manuela Dei Grandi

Deputy Danny Healy Rae has welcoed the update on Killarney 
Community Hospital.

“Following a meeting with the Health Service Executive in Tralee 
this morning I am glad to welcome the update on the 130 bed 
Communtiy Hospital in Killarney and that it is hoped that the 

tender will go out in the 
3rd quarter of this year”, 
Deputy Healy-Rae told 
Killarney Outlook.
“This is very important 
for the people of 
the entire Killarney 
cachment area”, he 
added.

UPDATE WELCOMED ON 
KILLARNEY COMMUNITY 

HOSPITAL

Pictured are students from St Oliver’s National School with 
5th class teacher Brendan Kealy, Allianz schools rep Martin 
Keogh and school principal Colm O Suilleabháin. 
Photo by Brendan Moran/Sportsfile
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Pictured enjoying a Hen Party in Killarney on Saturday night are Patrycja Gramza, Alicja Jasińska, 
Oliwia Gramza, Małgorzata Woźniak, Magdalena Lorens, Anna Chadzynska, Edyta Hernas, Katarzyna 
Wawrzyniak, Danuta Geppert.

Tommy and Mary Nolan.. enjoying James Blunt, Singer, Songwriter, 
performing  his  ‘The stars beneath my feet tour’ at the Gleneagle INEC 
Arena, Killarney. Photo: Valerie O’Sullivan

The week in pictures

Laura Wallace and James Connolly.. enjoying James Blunt, Singer, 
Songwriter, performing  his  ‘The stars beneath my feet tour’ at the 
Gleneagle INEC Arena, Killarney. Photo: Valerie O’Sullivan

Cruinniú na nÓg took place nationwide on Saturday 11th June this year with a programme of creative 
celebrations for children and young people.  Some of the activities took place at Killarney House.

 Cora Brosnan of Nagle Rice National School, Milltown made her First 
Holy Communion on 14th May 2022.

Molly Wade and Nathan McNamara... enjoying James Blunt, Singer, Songwriter, performing  his  ‘The stars 
beneath my feet tour’ at the Gleneagle INEC Arena, Killarney. Photo: Valerie O’Sullivan
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NEWS BITES......
GAELSCOIL HOLD FAMILY 

FUN WALK
This Sunday, Gaelscoil Faithleann 
Parents Council are holding  a Family Fun 
Reconmnect Walk beginning at 11.30am.
The meeting point is beside the Playground 
on Port Road and they walk will follow a 
circular route around Killarney National 
Park. There will be plenty to enjoy including 
Father’s Day treats for the dads, a quiz 
for the kids to complete as they walk and 
refreshments for all.

MEMBERS DAY AT RATHMORE 
& DISTRICT CREDIT UNION
Rathmore & District Credit 
Union are hosting a 
Member Day on the 
17/06/2022. We will be 
doing a 7 Hour Cycleton 
and will have an Ice 
Cream Van in attendance. 
We are delighted to announce 
that our charity partner will be Kerry 
Hospice. We will have some special guest 
in attendance and getting up on the bike to 
do a few Kilometres
Come out and enjoy the day with us - All 
are Welcome

COLOUR SPLASH RUN AT 
KILGOBNET

Kilgobnet National School Parents 
Association are hosting a 5Km family colour 
splash run on Sunday 26th June at 1.30pm.
Beginning at 1pm, the circular route starts 
at Kilgobnet NS. Sponsorship forms are 
available on the day with refreshments, 
music, raffle and cake sale. Everyone is 
welcome to go along for an after of messy 
fundraising family fun to raise money for 
the school.

Massive congratulations to 
Nóirín Healy who had a great 

day out at the Michael Dwyer 
Festival, winning 1st place in 
the u15 Tin Whistle competition, 
1st place in the slow airs and 
ultimately crowned best overall 
player! Well done. 
Noreen is pictured  with Whistle 
Player Brian Hughes in Allihies last 
Saturday. 
The Micheal Dwyer Festival is an 
annual traditional music festival 
in honour of the late Michael 
Dwyer. Michael was a renowned 
tin whistle and fiddle player from 
Ardgroom, Beara, Co. Cork.

NOREEN WHISTLES HER WAY TO THE TOP

Students  from Killarney School of Music 
led by music teacher Padraig Buckley 

were part of a Killarney Town Twinning 
exchange with the town of Pleinfeld in 
Germany recently.
“We wish to acknowledge  the Municipal  
Authority  community  funding allocation”, 
Sean Counihan, Chairman of the Killarney 
Town Twinning Association told Killarney 
Outlook.
“This year we choose  educational  and 

cultural activities having already covered  
sport in the last few occasions”, Sean added.
The young people  got to visit  the  
educational  museum  dealing with the Nazi 
Trials in Nurenburg  including  the Actual  
court room where these  events took place .
“We look forward  later in the year to 
welcoming  a 30 person delegation  from 
Pleinfeld  from the 4th to 12th of September  
and a visit from the Mayor  on a private 
holiday from  3rd to 9th of July  

KILLARNEY STUDENTS WELCOMED
IN PLEINFIELD

Friday night saw  a 
Rathmore EuroMillions 

player become one of 
the biggest winners in 
Ireland after winning 
an incredible €500,000 
each in Friday night’s 
EuroMillions Plus draw.
The winning numbers 
in Friday’s (10th June) 
EuroMillions Plus draw 

were: 14, 27, 33, 37, 47.
The Kerry winner who now 
also has a ticket worth 
€500,000, purchased their 
winning Quick Pick ticket 
on the day of the draw at 
Hickey’s Centra   in Rathmore.

RATHMORE WINNER SCOOPS €500,000 
IN EURO MILLIONS  DRAW
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Price Region: €225,000  BER C3

Price Region: €270,000   BER D1

THROUGH THE KEYHOLE…
A PICTORIAL LOOK AT KILLARNEY PROPERTIES ON THE MARKET

Address:  Knockdooragh, Headford, Killarney V93 KV81

Detached fully renovated bungalow in a picturesque countryside setting located just 3 minutes from Barradubh Village and 15 minutes from Kil-
larney town centre. This 4 bed 2 bath property (approx. 1,356ft²) is set on a 0.69 acre site with a west facing rear garden. This property would make 
an ideal family home with Meentogues NS being only 2 minutes away. This home boasts a high quality finish throughout and is ready for the lucky 
purchaser to move straight in! Virtual tour available on our website.

Agent:   l  Property Partners Gallivan  l  Killarney Business Centre, Upper High Street, Killarney, Co Kerry V93 K5CF  
l  Tel: 064 6634177     killarney@propertypartners.ie
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POLITICAL VIEW

Minister for Education and Kerry TD Norma Foley, welcomes the 
announcement of €284,817 in grants for 221 successful projects 

in Kerry under the 2021 Community Activities Fund.
The 2021 Community Activities Fund was launched in November 2021 
with funding of €9m available. 
The key theme of the fund is to support groups, particularly in 
disadvantaged areas, with their running costs such as utility or insurance 
bills, as well as with improvements to their facilities.
Minister Foley said: “I welcome this funding which will provide continued 

vital support for over 200 local projects across Kerry with targeted grants 
awarded to provide equipment and assistance with maintenance fees 
and running costs.  More importantly this funding will support key 
community enterprises throughout the county, ensuring that these 
important grassroots organisations can continue to serve their localities 
and to carry out a myriad of much valued events and services.”

MINISTER FOLEY WELCOMES 
OVER €280,000 IN FUNDING 

FOR 221 LOCAL KERRY 
PROJECTS

Fianna Fáil MEP, Billy Kelleher has written 
to the Irish Government seeking their 

support to amend EU banking rules to enable 
Irish banks to offer lower interest rates for 
mortgages and loans in light of the already 
signalled ECB rate hike next month. 
Kelleher, a member of the European 
Parliament’s Economic and Monetary Affairs 
Committee (ECON), has tabled amendments 
to the Capital Requirements Regulation that 
would ease the requirements on Irish banks to 
hold higher capital requirements than other EU 
banks. The more cumbersome requirements 
are partly in response to the action many Irish 
banks took to help families hold on to their 
homes when the financial crisis hit and many 
loans defaulted. 
“Irish banks were rightly inclined and requested 
by the Government, to offer a high level of 
forbearance and sought to work hand-in-hand 
with mortgage holders to find a way to return 
the loan to non-default status. 
“Over 12 years have passed since the banking 
crisis in Ireland, and yet Irish banks are 
still subject to incredibly punitive capital 
requirements compared to their European 

banking peers. They should not be penalised 
for reacting to an urgent situation during a 
time when the current prudential requirements 
were not yet in place, and for showing a level of 
compassion towards Irish families.
“A recent study by the Central Bank of Ireland 
(CBI) shows that Irish retail banks' capital 
requirements are double that of the EU average 
(e.g., Risk Weighted Asset density of Irish 
mortgages was 27% versus an EU average of 
13%).
“In effect, what this means is that for every 
€100k lent by an Irish bank in mortgages 
or other loans, it must hold €2,300 while an 
average EU bank would have to hold €1,000. 
The only way a bank can finance this damaging 
capital requirement is by charging higher 
interest rates. 
“In April, the average interest rate for a 
mortgage was 2.77% whereas the Eurozone 
average was 1.59%. On a €300,000 mortgage 
over 30 years, this costs Irish customers €176 
extra per month or a staggering €63,000 over 
the lifetime of the mortgage. 
“Ed Sibley, CBI Deputy Governor, estimated 
that the current rules add approximately 

0.5% in terms 
of the cost of a 
mortgage to Irish 
borrowers. While 
other issues 
affect interest rates, this is a sizable proportion 
of the difference between Irish and average 
interest rates. 
“One way of addressing this challenge is to 
look at the way the UK's Prudential Regulation 
Authority (PRA) views and deals restructuring 
arrangements for customers who entered into 
long-term forbearance schemes. Simply put, 
the PRA changed the way they accounted for 
customers in default. 
“This week I wrote to the Irish Government, 
the Central Bank of Ireland, and the European 
Commission seeking action on this issue. Irish 
customers need to stop being penalised for 
mistakes of the past. Our banks are in robust 
financial health, and making changes of the 
nature I have suggested can help equalise 
interest rates across the Eurozone,” concluded 
Kelleher.

PROPOSED CHANGES TO EU BANKING RULES 
COULD HELP LOWER IRISH INTEREST RATES 

SAYS MEP KELLEHER
-  FORCING IRISH BANKS TO HOLD MORE CAPITAL THAN THEIR EU COMPETITORS INCREASES 

RATES BY 0.5%  - 

Fianna Fáil Councillor, Michael Cahill has called on 
all local organisations and groups to examine the 

details involved in the Town & Village Renewal Scheme 
2022 to ascertain if they have any projects suitable for 
submission. 
This scheme has been developed by the Department 
of Rural and Community Development to support 
measures which rejuvenate rural and urban towns and 
villages throughout Ireland. 
All interested groups/organisations must complete 
an Expression of Interest Form and return by email to 
community@kerrycoco.ie or by post to: Community & 

Tourism Department, Kerry County Council, County 
Buildings, Rathass, Tralee, Co. Kerry no later than 5 p.m. 
on Tuesday 28th June, 2022.
“Please contact your local Municipal District Office 
with your queries or email community@kerrycoco.
ie and they will get back to you with the details of 
measures that will be supported by the scheme” said 
Councillor Cahill. 
“There is a quite a short window to get working on this 
so speed is of the essence” added the Cathaoirleach of 
Kenmare Municipal District.

TOWN & VILLAGE RENEWAL SCHEME 2022
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Pension contributions can provide a way of paying substantially less 
income tax. Up to Revenue Limits, contributions to a pension qualify 
for relief from income tax. This effectively means that, where the 
higher rate of income tax is 40% and you are a higher rate taxpayer, a 
€100 contribution to a pension will only have a net cost to you of €60 
(had you not made the contribution, the other  €40 would have gone 
to the government as income tax).
Pensions carry another tax benefit: they grow free of tax, unlike 
deposit accounts in Banks etc (which are generally subject to tax on 
interest in the form of DIRT Tax) or investment in property or shares 
(where rent or dividends could be liable to income tax and gains in 
value are subject to Capital Gains Tax).
When your pension benefits are drawn down, a Retirement Lump 
Sum of normally 25% of the value of your pension can usually be 
taken completely free of tax. The rest of the benefit, is usually taken in 
the form of a retirement fund or a pension for life, is taxable. However 
many people will find themselves paying much less tax in retirement 
than when they were working and making pension contributions, 
and so will often pay very little tax on their pension income when 
they retire.

If you have any queries on the above or any other matter you can 
contact Dermot Cronin QFA at 0646622775 or dermotcroninifa@
gmail.com

USING YOUR PENSION TO PAY 
LESS TAX
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COMMUNITY FOCUS

SPA

ØCO LEAGUE RD 9 SPA 0-10 DR CROKES 1-13 
Spa are away to Rathmore in the next round on the weekend of June 
25th/26th and will be at home to Austin Stacks in the final round on July 
9th/10th. 
ØALL IRELAND FOOTBALL QUARTER FINALS 
The draws for the quarter-finals of the Football All-Ireland Senior 
championship took place on Monday morning as follows - Kerry v Mayo, 
Cork v Dublin, Derry v Clare and Armagh v Galway. Games scheduled for 
June 25th/26th - details TBC 
ØSPA MERCHANDISE SHOP  
The Spa merchandise shop is open as usual on Saturdays from 10am-11am 
or any enquiries contact Leanne on 085 7762411.   
ØSPA GAA SUMMER CAMP 
Up and Active Summer Camp returns to Spa from July 11th - 15th. The 
camp is for primary school children and activities include gaelic football, 
treasure hunts, rounders, tag rugby, athletics, art, handball & more! Details 
on spagaa.com or contact Dan (085 7386444) or Evan (087 1496951) to 
book. *Places will be limited. 
ØUPCOMING FIXTURES 
Sunday June 19th: Co League Senior B Rd6 Spa B v John Mitchels B (2pm 
in Spa). Best of luck to the team and management. Fixtures may change 
closer to the date so for the most up to date fixtures list please check the 

calendar on the spagaa.com.   
ØKERRY LADIES 
Congrats to Cassandra Buckley and the Kerry Ladies on their Rd1 win over 
Galway last weekend. They are home to Westmeath in the next round on 
June 25th/26th. 
ØKERRY MINORS 
Well done to the Kerry minor team & management who defeated Tyrone 
last Saturday to progress to the All-Ireland Minor Semi Finals. They play 
Mayo in the semi-final (fixture details TBC) while Galway and Derry meet 
in the other semi-final. 

ØLOTTO 07/06/22 
Numbers Drawn: 12, 17, 19, 26. No winner and €50 Lucky Dips to Anne 
Mac, Ger O’Connelly, Ian Aherne and Karen Looney. Annual tickets holders 
monthly draw winner is Denis Doolan. Next Monday’s JACKPOT is €5,000. 
Play online on spagaa.com or tickets on sale in usual outlets. Thank you for 
your continued support.    
ØITEMS FOR NOTES  
Any items for the Spa notes please contact the club PRO on 0851216359 or 
pro.spa.kerry@gaa.ie before 8pm on Sundays.   

Community News around the county

Written by:  Deirdre O’Sullivan-Darcy

ØSYMPATHY is extended to the McGrath family on the passing of 
Angela, to the O’Reilly family on the passing of Denis. May Angela and 
Denis rest in peace. 
 ØFIXTURES 
Beaufort senior men home to St Pat’s, Blennerville in final round of 
development league next weekend 
 ØRESULTS 
Senior Co League, Division 2, round 9. Beaufort 2.15 Listry 0.10. Division 
6, Round 2 Shield. Beaufort 4.12 Castleisland Desmonds 2.16 
 ØLOTTO 
No winner on Sunday, 12th June. Numbers: 10, 13, 17, 18.  Consolation 
Prizes. €80 Sheila Horgan O’Carroll, Ardfert. €50 Cilla Clarke, Killoughane, 
Joan O’Sullivan, Coolmagort, Adele Keogh, Beaufort. The next lotto draw 
for a jackpot of €8,400 will be on Sunday, 26th June. Tickets available 
from usual sellers, shops, public houses and online at www.beaufortgaa.
com. 
ØGOLF 
Beaufort Golf Classic was held on Friday, 27th May in Beaufort Golf 
Club. It was a great success again this year.  Thank you to all the teams 

playing and non-playing, to the tee box Sponsors and main Sponsor MF 
Decorating.  Thanks to the organising committee who worked hard to 
ensure the day was a success.  
Results: Kieran Tangney Team – Kieran Tangney, Colin Moriarty & Padraig 
Sweeney 88pts.  Tony Ladden Team: Michael A. Ladder, Aidan Spillane 
& William O’Shea 84pts.  Gérard P. Hartnett Team: Ger. Hartnett, Padraig 
Hartnett & Kevin O’Brien 83 pts. O’Sullivan Lawlor & Co. Team: Donal 
G. O’Sullivan, Padraig O’Sullivan & Pat O’Donnell 83pts. Longest Drive: 
Rosie Lane. Nearest the Pin: Christy O’Mahony 
ØMEMBERSHIP 
Beaufort G.A.A. Club membership is now due. Please go to www.foireann.
ie, or www.beaufortgaa.ie  to pay membership online or contact Patie at 
087 2515311.  
ØWIN A HOUSE IN KILLARNEY WITH KERRY GAA
Kerry GAA is having a fundraising draw with first prize of a house in 
Killarney. There are also monthly prizes until the main draw for all 
purchased tickets.   Tickets are €100 and can be purchased at www.
kerrygaa.ie.  Tickets also available in the Club from Neil Doherty at 087 
2114059. 

BEAUFORT

By Bridget Hartnett

James Flynn, Farranfore who recently graduated with BEng (Honours) Advanced 
manufacturing technology from Munster technological university MTU

Sarah Leahy competed with the Irish ladies’ relay team at the World Athletics Continental Tour 
in Geneva that came 7th overall.  Sarah also had a great run in the 100m with 11.70sec.
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‘Learn the importance of selfcare’

What is the best foundation for a 
sun holiday?

The sun causes you to sweat, 
dehydrating your skin so your 
foundation can become cakey and 
dry or disappear altogether. For 
holidays and warm weather here 
over the next few months you 
could switch to a tinted moisturiser 
or a BB cream (beauty balm).  
These generally have a lightweight 
texture with light to sheer coverage, 
enough to blur any imperfections 
giving you that dewy barely-there 
make-up look. Most will have SPF 
30+ which is essential by day in or 
out of the sun. Apply with fingertips 
over your moisturiser as if you were 
applying foundation so it is blended 
properly. Use a concealer for extra 
coverage over spots or blemishes 
and set with pressed mineral 
powder if your skin is oily.

Genosys intense BB cream is a 
moisturiser, SPF and cover-up, it 
reduces redness, the appearance of 
spots and brightens the appearance 
of your skin. For men a tinted 
moisturiser has SPF, hydration for 
dryness and coverage for redness 
or blemishes.

Noreen Mangan
Tel: 0646630712  
www.whatwomenwant.ie

Noreen 
answers your beauty questions...

 

Sleep plays an essential part for all of us in maintaining our health and plays a key part in performance 
when it comes to training. Lack of sleep or poor-quality sleep can affect motor function, reaction times, 
recovery times and our focus and these are only scratching the surface of what it can impact. When we 
look at training, we look at our physical conditioning, we look at our nutrition, but not always our sleep. 
Not just how long we sleep but the quality of the sleep.
One of the biggest things that can affect our sleep and is a modern phenomenon is blue light. Not 
heard of it? Almost all of us are subject to it every single day when we look at our mobile phones or 
tablets. There are recommendations that we should not use our mobile devices for at least 2 hours 
before bedtime, as it can affect our circadian rhythm. Our circadian rhythm is our sleep-wake pattern, 
which helps in altering our body temperature and regulating our hormones which prepares us for sleep.
Late night snacking is another factor that can affect our sleep patterns. Allow time for our digestion 
system to do it’s thing by allowing adequate time before your last meal and bedtime.
So how can we try to improve our sleep quality?
- A consistent sleep schedule where we go to bed and get up at roughly the same time each day. 
- Create a pre-bedtime routine to unwind so that the body recognises it is bedtime
- As already mentioned avoid blue light late in the evening by turning off devices at least 2 hours before 
bedtime
- Reduce late night snacking
- Reduce or limit evening caffeine
- Manage napping – while a 15 or 20 minute power nap during the day can do us the world of good, 
longer naps can impact our night time sleep quality
Obviously we are all different so some things work for some people that don’t work for others. The 
bottom line is that is important for you to find what works best for you.
However, it is also important to recognise if sleep issues are becoming more problematic and if long 
term it would be best to discuss with your doctor.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SLEEP

BE OPEN TO CHANGE
“Yesterday I was clever, so I wanted to change the world. Today I am wise, 

so I am changing myself.”  Rumi
Change is one of life’s constants. Everything is always in a state of change. And, it is when we 
embrace this that we can find an ease and an acceptance of ourselves, others and our life.
The deepest changes happen within us. We can’t change others (no matter how much we 
may want to). We have no idea of what changes will unfold in a day. However, we can change 
ourselves. We can change how we think, what we believe, the actions we take and the 
behaviour we desire. This is powerful, because it means that we can determine what we do 
with the experiences we have in our life. 
Three powerful steps to navigating change with ease
• Awareness & acceptance. The first step is to be aware of what is happening and how you 
feel about it. We need to honour and express our emotions. Along with this comes acceptance 
of what is (or has) happened. Acceptance doesn’t necessarily mean that we agree with 
something – only that we acknowledge it.
• Beliefs. The next step is to examine your beliefs and opinions about a situation. What is 
the story you are telling yourself about the situation, others and yourself? Is it actually true?
• Conscious choices. Take time to make a conscious choice based on how you personally want 
to feel. For example, do you really want to keep an argument going or would you prefer to 
drop it and spend more time cultivating your inner peace?

For more coaching tips and inspiration please join me on Instagram @
romancingyourbody or for personal coaching, please visit my website at 

www.astridlonghurst.com
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As the weather gets warmer and 
the days grow longer, we often 
think about improving our health 
and getting into better shape. As 
you prepare to enjoy the outdoors 
this summer, don’t forget a plan for 
keeping your eyes happy as well.
Avoid getting“sunburn of the eye.”
When sunlight shines off water, sand 
or other highly reflective surfaces into 
your eyes, it can cause a very painful 
condition called  photokeratitis. This 
is when the sun’s ultraviolet rays burn 
the surface of your eye. Pain, redness, 
blurriness  and even temporary 
vision loss are symptoms of this 
condition. Prevent photokeratitis by 
wearing sunglasses  that are marked 
“100% UV protection.” Also, wear a 
broad-brimmed hat for added eye 
protection.
Prevent “swimmer’s eye” in the pool.
Pools can be tough on the eyes. 
Chemicals used to keep the water 
clean, such as chlorine, can affect the 
natural tear film that keeps our eyes 
moist and healthy. The result can be 
Red,  gritty-feeling  eyes and blurry 
vision. Keep eyes feeling and looking 
good by wearing swim goggles in 
the pool, and splash your closed eyes 
with fresh water immediately after 
getting out of the pool.
Keep dry eye at bay.
Spending time outside when it is hot, 
dry or windy can irritate a common 

condition called  dry eye. A hot, dry 
environment affects the tear film, 
drying out the eye’s surface. To 
protect your eyes in these conditions, 
wear wrap-around glasses to keep 
wind from your eye’s surface. Also, 
use artificial tears (preferably those 
that are preservative-free) to keep 
eyes moist and refreshed.
Don’t play around with eye safety.
Spending more time outside often 
means more outdoor work and play. 
Whether mowing the lawn, trimming 
weeds or playing baseball, always 
wear the proper protective eyewear.
More than half of all  eye injuries 
occur at home, yet only about one 
out of every three people wears eye 
protection when they should. Don’t 
be an eye injury statistic!
Quit smoking
When thinking about getting 
healthy this summer, think about 
quitting  smoking. Cigarette smoke, 
including second-hand smoke, 
not only worsens dry eye, but is a 
risk factor for many eye diseases, 
including  cataracts,  macular 
degeneration  and more. Quitting 
smoking reduces your risk of getting 
eye disease and other major health 
problems.

For more information and 
honest advice contact us for an 
appointment.

SUMMER EYES

Listry Golf Society Captain Pat Sheehan pictured with the winner of Category 1
Alan Daly and winner of Category 2 Tim McCarthy
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GLENFLESK

Ø LOTTO 
No winner of Glenflesk Lotto which took place on 30/05/22 in Glenflesk 
Hall. Jackpot was €7,600. The numbers drawn were 1, 15, 28, 29.There was 
no winner. Consolation prizes of €50 each to: 1. Seán O’Connor, Knockanes 
(Yearly Ticket) 2. Liz Dennehy 3. Tim Murphy (Sellers’ Prize) 4. E. Rahilly, 
Cummeen, Killarney. Next draw will take place in Glenflesk Hall on Monday 
13/06/2022. Jackpot will be €7,800. Draw will be a little later at 10pm as 
the Graveyard mass is on that night also.  Tickets can be handed in from 
9pm. Thank you to all who support our Lotto and to our sellers. 
ØCOUNTY LEAGUE DIVISION 3 ROUND 9 
FIRIES 0 – 10 GLENFLESK 2 – 7 
In a match that never was a classic, Glenflesk eventually overcame Firies 
spirited challenge, and in the process earned the title of Division 3 County 
League Champion’s. 
Playing with the elements, it was the home side who made the better 
start. Points from Sean Burke and Aaron Flynn, were the reward for their 
quick start. Glenflesk were making uncharacteristic errors, and struggled 
to get into good scoring areas. They finally got the opening they needed, 
when good work from Ian Roche ended with Kevin Bowler timing his pass 
perfectly to allow the predatory Dylan Roche to pass the ball into the 
net. Firies responded with a fine score from wing back Tj Palmer. Burke’s 
stunning strike with the outside of his right foot was followed up by a 
Flynn free to put Firies 3 points up again. Glenflesk then responded with 
their second goal of the half. Kevin Bowler started the move. Ian Roche’s 
penetrating run opened up the Firies Defense, and Tommy Bowler was the 
man to apply the finishing touch, firing past the advancing Brian McCarthy 
to put Glenflesk in at half time level.  
Firies attacked straight from the restart, with Flynn finding the target to 
put them back in front. Glenflesk eventually got their first point of the 
contest when Dylan Roche held off his man and slotted the ball between 
the posts. Daniel Brien’s smart pass then found Jeff O Donoghue, who fired 
over. Firies were reliant on frees from Flynn to get their scores, proving his 
accuracy with 2 more to keep them in touch. O Donoghue and Roche were 
finding more space up front now, and another fine delivery from Kevin 
Bowler ended with Roche finding the target with his left foot. Points from 
Danny Lucey and O Donoghue, his fourth of the half put Glenflesk 5 ahead. 
They then had to contend with a late black card for Chris O Donoghue. 
Even though Darragh Brosnan and another Flynn free reduced the deficit 
to 3, Firies never looked like getting the goal they needed, and Glenflesk 
held on for their ninth win in a row. 
The chance to complete a perfect league season is still on for Glenflesk, 
who once again showed their ability to pull clear in the second half of 
a game, after some first half struggles. Division 2 football now awaits 

for the first time since 2019. They have had to show many different 
quality’s throughout the campaign, some of which appeared tonight. 
Congratulations to the team and management on securing the Division 3 
Title, and the superb football played so far this year. 
Report by Michael Healy. 
ØCOUNTY LEAGUE DIVISION 5 ROUND 9  
GLENFLESK 4.16  KILGARVAN 0.08 
ØTHE DYLAN CROWLEY MEMORIAL TOURNAMENT 
2022
This exciting tournament returns on Saturday June 18th at Paddy O 
Leary Memorial Park, Gneeveguilla. Twelve U11 teams :  Gneeveguilla, 
Rathmore, Glenflesk, Kilgarvan, Killarney Legion, Spa,  Currow , Firies, 
Listry,  Scartaglen, Cordal, Kilcummin (all teams that Dylan would have 
played against in his short career) will complete on the 18/6, from early 
morning right up to the finals at 3pm approx.  Join us on the day for a bit 
of fun, a feast of football and maybe even a cup of tea and a bun as we 
remember Dylan Crowley RIP.  
ØGLENFLESK CCE
Massive congratulations to Nóirín Healy who had a great day out at 
the Michael Dwyer Festival, winning 1st place in the u15 Tin Whistle 
competition, 1st place in the slow airs and ultimately crowned best overall 
player! Well done. 
Well done to two of our young  members Sean and Olivia Angland who 
were part of the winning group at the street busking winners under 12, 
kicking off the Kerry fleadh week. 
CCÉ Coiste Chontae Chiarraí is very pleased to announce Street 
Entertainment Competitions for Fleadh Cheoil Chiarraí 2022.  
Competitions will take place on both Fleadh Saturdays - 11th June & 18th 
June, in The Mall, Tralee from 4.00pm to 6. 00pm.  
We acknowledge sponsorship from The Rose Hotel, The Ashe Hotel, The 
Meadowlands Hotel, Seán Óg’s, Tralee Vintners and JRI America, for this 
competition.  
Entry forms can also be downloaded from the website at the link below.  
http://kerrycomhaltas.ie/content_page/10079905/ 
ØOWNEYCREE ANGLING CLUB 
Fishing training for primary school children aged 8+ will commence 
shortly, open to the following schools, Knockanes , Barraduff, Glenflesk, 
Lissivigeen , Raheen, Shrone, Rathmore, Meentogues and Gneeveguilla 
National Shools.For more information please contact Donal on 087 
9903739 Stuart on 086 1297200  or send us a message. 
ØTHE FLESK FEST    
“The Flesk Fest” returns on Saturday July 16th 2022, mark it in your diary!!   

     Written by: Seamus Healy

ØHICKEYS  CENTRA RATHMORE HAVE A WINNER. One lucky  
person was a winner in the Euromillions last  Friday Night. Congratulations  
to winner. sign the back of your ticket, keep it safe and contact the National 
Lottery prize claims team  on 1800 666 222 or email claims@lottery.ie
Congratulations  to winner.
ØRATHMORE AND DISTRICT CREDIT UNION ARE 
HOSTING A MEMBER DAY on the 17/06/2022. We will be doing 
a 7 Hour Cycleton and will have an Ice Cream Van in attendance. We are 
delighted to announce that our charity partner will be Kerry Hospice.
Kerry Hospice was founded in 1990 and is located adjacent to University 
Hospital Kerry in Tralee. It is a voluntary organisation dedicated to 
giving Palliative Care Service. Kerry Hospice have a 15 bed inpatient 
unit. The Types of Services that they offer are Medical Assessment, Pain 
Management, Personal Care, Pastoral Care and Counselling to name but a 
few. It costs €10000 a week to provide those most needed of same. We will 
have some special guest in attendance and getting up on the bike to do 
a few Kilometres. Come out and enjoy the day with us - All are Welcome
ØCONGRATULATIONS TO Eric & Catherine Ann in Bridge Bar who 
Celebrateding 15th years  in Business at The Bridge Bar Rathmore
ØGNEEVEGUILLA COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
COUNCIL SHARE THE BUCKET DRAW
Jennifer Knee is this week lucky winner of €304.

ØCONGRATULATIONS to Fionn Murphy,  Padraig Moynihan  and 
the Kerry Minor Football team and management on their win against 
Tyrone last weekend.  Congratulations to Kerry Ladies & Danielle O’Leary 
Rathmore  and management on their win over Galway in TG4 All Ireland 
Senior Championship Group C
ØWIN A HOUSE IN KILLARNEY 
Kerry GAA County Board “WIN A HOUSE IN KILLARNEY” tickets are available 
from kerry GAA store & john O’ Leary 086-3026041any club officers  www.
kerrygaa.ie - €100 each
ØSYMPATHY to Ann Marie Murphy, Helena, Mary, Timmy, Bernard, 
Sean & extend Murphy& Fitzpatrick family
on their death of their mother Bridie Murphy Ballydaly to her brother Denis 
Fitzpatrick whose funeral took place in Ballydaly on Wed the 9th June.
To the Dennehy family Tara, Claire Michéal, Brendan, Margaret & Eileen & 
extended family on the death of their father & brother Dermot Dennehy 
l/o Rathmore whose funeral took place in Caherdavin Limerick on the 5th 
June. May Bridie & Dermot rest in peace
ØNOTES
If you would like to add to the notes please email Michael O’Mahony 
(momahony14@gmail.com) or ring or text 087--6676817 before 6pm 
Sunday. 

RATHMORE|GNEEVEGUILLA

By Michael O’ Mahony
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COMMUNITY FOCUS Community News around the county

ØSYMPATHY
Sympathy is extended to the family of the late Eddie Gallivan, 
Clashnagarrane & Boston. May he rest in peace.
ØKILCUMMIN COMHALTAS
A big congratulations to all the Kilcummin Comhaltas members who  
participated in Fleadh Cheoil Chiarraí  in the Duchas Centre, Tralee last 
weekend. We wish them the best of luck in the upcoming Munster 
Fleadh Cheoil in Newcastlewest . A big thank you to all involved .
ØCEMETERY MASSES                                                                                                                               
Cemetery Masses will take place this year in Holy Cross on  Wednesday 
6th July 2022; Old Kilcummin on  Wednesday 3rd August 2022. Please 
pass on these dates to family and friends.
ØDOG FOULING
We are aware that the issue of dog fouling is a major problem in the 
Village, especially on footpaths. We would like to remind everybody that 
it is an offence to let a dog under your control foul in a public place. If 
it does happen, you must remove the faeces and dispose of them in a 
suitable, sanitary manner.
ØKILCUMMIN GAA
SENIOR CO LEAGUE GLENBEIGH/GLENCAR 2-8 KILCUMMIN 0-14
After going 10 points behind early on, our lads kept going to level the 
score and even go two points ahead with a few minutes left but the 
home team scored late to earn a share of the spoils. Our next game 
is at home to Beaufort in two weeks time before we face Desmonds 
away. With promotion secured to Div 1 for next year so early it is time 
to acknowledge the work put in by team and selectors over the last six 
months in particular.
DEVELOPMENT LEAGUE
Kilcummin B play Ballymac B on this Friday at 8pm in Ballymac
U15 BOYS
Our U15 Boys played their first game in the Richard Nolan Memorial 
Tournament away to Dromtariffe last Wednesday 8th June and came 
away with a victory on a scoreline of Dromtariffe 3-09 to Kilcummin 5-06. 
Our next fixture in the tournament is at home to Rathmore on Friday 
17th June at 6.00pm. Well done to Zach Cronin who was part of the Kerry 
South U14 Team that played Kildare in Newbridge last Saturday 11th 
June.
U13 BOYS
(Lee Strand County League, Phase 2) Hard luck to our U13 Boys last 
Tuesday 7th June, as they were defeated at home to An Ghaeltacht. It 

was a thrilling end to end encounter by two evenly matched teams. Well 
done to An Ghaeltacht. Final Score: Kilcummin A 3-12 to An Ghaeltacht 
A, 5-10.
On Sunday 12th June, our U13 First Team defeated Churchill at home on 
a scoreline of 3-09 to 1-10, while our Second Team were defeated away 
to Glenbeigh/Glencar/Cromane, Final Score 5-10 to 3-03. 
U11 BOYS
(Lee Strand County Go-Games, Phase 2) Our U11 Boys travelled to 
Churchill on Thursday 9th June and despite the challenging coastal 
conditions, both our teams played some excellent football. Our Boys will 
host Listry this Thursday 16th June at 6.30pm. On Saturday 18th June, 
our lads take part in the Dylan Crowley Memorial Tournament, best of 
luck.
U10 GIRLS
Well done to our U10 Girls who travelled to Listry last Thursday 9th June 
for a challenge game. All girls did very well and enjoyed their evening. 
Our U10 Girls also took take part in the County Blitz last Sunday 12th 
June, thanks to Fossa GAA and LGFA for organising.
U9 BOYS
  (Lee Strand Go-Games Series )Our U9 Boys welcomed Killarney Legion 
to Kilcummin on Tuesday 7th June in their Final Go-Game in Phase 1. 
Our lads have showed great improvement over the past 10 weeks, well 
done to all of them. Our Boys will commence Phase 2 of the Go-Games 
Series on Tuesday 21st June as they welcome Kenmare Shamrocks to 
Kilcummin at 6.15pm.
U7’S: (Lee Strand Go-Games Series )Our U7’s hosted Kerins O’Rahilly’s 
last Friday the 10th June with all teams playing very well and having a 
very enjoyable evening. Well done to all involved.
ØMASTERGEEHA FC
LOTTO
There was no jackpot winner on Friday 10th June. Numbers drawn were 
2,12,15,20. Consolation prizes of €50 went to J.& E.Coffey C/O Martina 
Lyne, Tom Dillane, Abbeyfeale, Anne O’Connor & boys, C/O Martina 
Lyne, Maura O’Sullivan, Lyretough online. Next draw 17th June, Jackpot 
€5,600.
SOCCER CAMPS
Dates for upcoming camps are 04/07/22 to 08/07/22 & 08/08/22 to 
12/08/22. For more information and booking please log on to https://
bookings.summersoccerschools.ie/s/

KILCUMMIN

Written by:  John Moriartty

LISTRY

ØJUVENILE UPDATE
Results
Lee Strand U13 County League Phase 2 Rd 3 Div 10: 
Keel/Listry B 3.06   John Mitchels 2.10
Div 1: Keel/Listry 1.11  John Mitchels  4.13
U 11s played Kenmare away on Thursday in the go 
games county league.
U10 girls played Kilcumin on Thursday in Allman 
Park.
Fixtures for week ahead
U7 boys and U8 girls play Glenflesk on Friday at 6 in 
Allman Park
U9s play Ballymac on Sunday morning at 10.30 in 
Allman Park.
U11s play Kilcumin away on Thursday at 6.30. They 
will also take part in the Dylan Crowley memorial 
blitz on Sat in Gneeveguilla.
Both U13 teams play in County League semi finals 
next Sunday. Details to be confirmed. Please 
support our juveniles.
ØLISTRY WEEKLY LOTTO RESULTS
Numbers Drawn: 5, 15, 21, 26. €100: Billy McCarthy, 
Gneevguilla. €50 x 2: O’Regan, Ireland.  Larry Hickey 
c/o Tim. €25 x 2: David Murphy, Milltown. Mike 
Kennedy, Ballymalis. Next Sunday 19th June Jackpot €4,200
ØMILLTOWN/LISTRY CC

Féile Lughnasadh- Milltown Festival July ‘22. 
Milltown Listry Comhaltas branch who are hosting 
the event invite you to a table quiz in Larkin’s Bar, 
Milltown, on Fri  June 17th at 8, with teams of 4 at 
€40 per table. 
ØCREDIT UNION 2022 COUNTY 
SENIOR FOOTBALL LEAGUE
Division 2 Round 9 results and fixtures
Listry met our neighbours Beaufort on Sat 11th in 
Beaufort Gaa Grounds. Full time score : Listry 0.10 
Beaufort 2.15
Listry V Desmonds in Round 10 of SFL on 26th June 
at  2pm in Allman Park. Please come and support 
our team and management. 
ØU15 SOUTH KERRY DEVELOPMENT 
SQUAD
Well done to Eanna Murphy wearing No. 26 and 
James Clifford wearing No. 23 Kerry Jersey’s for U15 
South Kerry last Saturday in Éire Óg GAA Club Cork 
against Cork North.
ØDEVELOPMENT LEAGUE ROUND 5
Best of Luck to our Listry B team and management 
in Round 5 V Keel B in Allman Park on Friday 17th 
June at 7pm. Please come and support.

Written by:  Anne Sugrue O’Brien

Well done to Eanna Murphy wearing No. 26 and James 
Clifford wearing No. 23 Kerry Jersey’s for U15 South Kerry 
last Saturday in Éire Óg GAA Club Cork against Cork 
North.
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KILLARNEY RUGBY CLUB
MUNSTER RUGBY SUMMER CAMPS
The hugely popular Munster Rugby Summer 
Camps return for the summer and will take place 
at Aghadoe from the 25th to the 29th of July 
next. A fantastic week of rugby fun, coached by 
fully accredited and vetted coaches, the summer 
camp is very popular with kids of all ages. Check 
out the Munster Rugby page for details and 
places cost €80. Places are filling up fast so get 
booking now! 
TAG TUESDAYS
Our Tag Tuesdays continues for the summer. 
Tag rugby takes place every Tuesday evening 
at Aghadoe between 7pm and 9pm and all are 
welcome. No experience necessary and a great 
way to build fitness or stay fit over the summer. 
For details give Ger Moynihan a ring on 087-
1240365.
U16 GIRLS PRESENTED WITH MEDALS
Killarney u16s girls enjoyed a lovely evening, 
last week when they received their hard earned 
Munster league winners and Munster cup 
winners medals. Ciara Griffin, former Ireland 
Womens Rugby captain was on hand to present 
the medals. Ciara had previously given the girls a 
training session prior to winning the league cup. 

MUCKROSS ROWING CLUB
KILLARNEY REGATTA
After a three year hiatus due to the pandemic, we 
are now just one week away from the return of 
Killarney’s oldest surviving sporting event – the 
Killarney Regatta. The event spans a history over 
230 years dating to the late 1800s and continues 
a tradition of fixed seat rowing in the town with 
unique six-seater boats which are now only to 
be found here in Killarney. Muckross has enjoyed 
great success at Killarney Regatta and will be 
hoping for another successful day on Sunday 
next. From 1967 to 2019, the regatta enjoyed 
53 years of unbroken annual competition with 
the previous break from 1963 to 1966 attributed 
to a drop in local interest. A time when both the 
town and the sport were very much smaller in 
size. Indeed we hope that this year’s contest on 
Sunday next, June 26, will be the kickstart of 
another unbroken run for many more decades 
to come! Best of luck to all our crews, coxes and 
coaches in their final week of training.

REGATTA SEASON
The two-day Cork Regatta is also hoping to 
make its long-awaited return next week after 
bad weather and COVID forced its cancellation in 
recent years. Best of luck to our crews competing 
on Saturday, June 25. Killarney Regatta, Killarney 
Golf & Fishing Club, Sun, Jun 26. Fermoy Regatta, 
Sun, Jul 3. Rowing Ireland 1k Classic, NRC Farran, 
Sat, Jul 9. Irish Rowing Championships, NRC 
Farran, Fri-Sun, Jul 15-17.

GNEEVEGUILLA ATHLETIC CLUB
LOTTO 10/06/2022;  No winner of our lotto 
draw 10/06/2022, numbers drawn were 2, 
16, 18 & 25.  Sellers prize winner Aeneas O’ 
Leary.  €50 y/t prize winner Diane O’ Leary 
Knockduragh.  €50 Maunie O’ Leary Leam, €40 
each to John Cronin Dromscarra, Timmy O’ 
Connor Forge & Tim Collins Vikerstown.  Bonus 
not won numbers drawn were 9,  15, 26 & 27.  
Next week’s jackpot €6,900 plus €1,000 bonus.

ST. MARY’S BASKETBALL NEWS
‘St. Mary’s Basketball have made the difficult 
decision to not to compete in the Women’s 
Super league next season.  While we realise that 
this is disappointing news for Kerry basketball, 
we did not have the numbers required to make 
up a team.  The club plans to rebuild over the 
next few years and will hopefully compete at 
national level again in the near future.  We wish 
to thank our sponsor Garvey’s Supervalu, our 
dedicated players , the coaching staff and our 
wonderful supporters. ‘’.  

KILLARNEY VALLEY ATHLETIC CLUB   
KVAC had 3 athletes competing at international 
athletics meets last week.  Ciara Kennelly 
was 3rd in the High Jump with 1.75m in The 
Budapest Open.  Jordan Lee competed in Paris 
in the WPA Grand Prix meet and came 2nd with 
a Jump of 1.90m.  Sarah Leahy competed with 
the Irish ladies’ relay team at the World Athletics 
Continental Tour in Geneva that came 7th 
overall.  Sarah also had a great run in the 100m 
with 11.70sec.
Congrats and well done to all our U9-U13 
athletes who competed at the Munster Juvenile 
Championships in Templemore last weekend.  
Elizabeth Brosnan came 3rd in the U11 500m.  

Ava Harty was 4th in the U12 Shot Put and 
qualifies for the Nationals with her PB of 7.27m.  
Well done to Bebhinn O’Donoghue who ran in 
the U13 600m, Fionn Spellman who ran in U11 
60m and long jump, Eoin Brosnan who ran in 
U12 60m, Conor Duffin who ran in 600m, John 
Hegarty who ran in U9 300m, Dylan McCarthy 
who ran U10 60m and 500m, Luke O’Sullivan 
who ran in U10 60m and long jump, Finian 
Swarbrick who did long jump.  Well done also 
to the U10 4x100m relay team (Dylan, Luke, 
John & Finian) who did very well.
Tickets for the 1982 Toyota Starlet can be 
bought on our website.  The raffle will take 
place on 24th November 2022.
Our Summer Multi-activity camp is booking 
up fast so don’t miss out!  Go to our website to 
book.
Email killarneyvalleyac@gmail.com for any 
queries.

FARRANFORE MAINE VALLEY AC
The action continued thick and fast this week. 
The county school sports took place on Wed 
in Castleisland. Ryan and Isaac Vickers won the 
100m and 600m respectively.
At the weekend we had 2 athletes competing 
in the Munster Championships. Fionn Hogan 
competing in his first championships added 
another few metres to his PB finishing in 5th 
place out very large field of well over 20. Ryan 
Vickers showed amazing versatility coming 2nd 
in 60m, 600m and Shot Put. In each of the events 
he was exceptionally close to the winner only 
losing the 600m by 2/100 of a second.  Both 
athletes finished 3 seconds inside the existing 
record ! Well done to both for outstanding 
performances. Showing both younger athletes 
how it is done, Jim O’Shea travelled to the 
British Masters Championships in Derby where 
he finished 1st in the 100m and Long Jump and 
second in the High Jump. 
Tomas Lynch, Liam and Matthew Smyth, Darragh 
Doherty ran the Killarney Junior Parkrun. Laura 
Bradley continued her fine form with another 21 
minute run in the 5K event on Saturday. 
Next weekend the action switches to Cork for 
the U-14 –U19 Munster championships where 
hopefully our athletes will bring home more 
silverware.

SPORTING FOCUS

Killarney Rugby Club U16 girls who received their medals from former Irish captain Ciara Griffin.Jim O’Shea travelled to the British Masters Championships in Derby where he 
finished 1st in the 100m and Long Jump and second in the High Jump.
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FOCUS ON GOLF 

ROSS GC (GENTS)
RESULT :-
On  June 11th and 12th we held a club sponsored 
stableford competition 
The winners were :-
1: Dan Cronin  (15) 38
2: Michael J O’Connor (10) 36
3: Peter Wickham (10) 35.
FRIDAY EVENING SCRAMBLE
On Friday June 10th we held a 10 hole mixed 
scramble.The winning team was Margaret 
O’Donoghue, Terence Mulcahy, Jack McGuire
FIXTURES
Friday Evening Scramble :- On Friday  June 17th 
our 10 hole mixed scramble will continue  with a 
shotgun start at 6.30pm 
Please put your name on the entry sheet in the 
Clubhouse before 6pm on Friday. Any entries 
after 6pm will not be guaranteed a game.
On  Sat  June 18th/ Sun June 19th we will hold  a  
single stableford  competition  kindly sponsored 
by Donie Broderick Plumbing & Heating.
For Saturday participants there is a timesheet 
in the Clubhouse . For Sunday tee times please 
note that the online entry will be available  from 
7pm on Thursday. 
DR BILLY O’SULLIVAN SHIELD COMPETITION 
Best of  Luck to the Ross GC  team in the Dr Billy 
O’Sullivan Shield competition  when they visit 
Maine Valley on Wednesday 22nd  to take on 
their hosts  at 4pm .  Support for our team from 
any members on the day will be appreciated.

CASTLEROSSE GOLF CLUB - LADIES
SOCIAL GOLF
Wednesdays (blocked off tee times) 12pm-1pm. 
Sign in on BRS. Draw for partners and times on 
Tuesday evening. All members welcome.
LESSONS
Always time to refresh the golf swing … 
Lessons Wednesday 11.00-12 noon.  Saturday 
10.30-11.30am. Members and Non Members 
Welcome 
RESULTS OF THE AUSTRALIAN SPOONS 
2022 CLUB ROUND
Barbara O Shea and Una Moroney. Well Done 
Ladies
FORTHCOMING COMPETITION 
9 Hole MIXED Scramble Tuesday evenings.   
Open to Members and Non-Members.  Draw 
for Partners at 6pm Sharp. Sign in at Clubhouse 
before 6pm OR sign in on BRS (tee times do not 
apply)
Results from last week’s competition:- Joe 
Gaffey, Thomas O’Connor, Barbara O’Shea
FRIDAY 17TH JUNE 
Away Day Beaufort Golf Club 18 Hole Stableford. 
Enjoy Ladies

ROSS LADIES GOLF CLUB NOTES    
CHALLENGE CUP 
Well done to the Ladies who played in the 
Challenge Cup against Kenmare on Saturday 
last. A great win and we are now through to the 
quarter finals. And a big thanks to our caddies 
and supporters. 
COMPETITIONS 
9 & 18 hole Single Stapleford qualifying 
competition on Friday 24th June and Saturday 

25th June. Tee times 
Friday 10.30am 
- 11.00am and 
Saturday 14.00 - 
14.30pm. Enter via 
the ClubV1 app. All 
Members welcome   
MIXED SCRAMBLE  
Mixed Scramble for 
Members & Guests 
on Friday 18th June 
sponsored by the 
Men’s club. Names 
to be in by 6.00pm 
for 6.30pm start.  
MEET AND PLAY    
Each Wednesday 
morning meet 
at 10.15am for 
10.30am. All 
members welcome.

KILLARNEY 
GOLF AND 
FISHING CLUB 
LADIES BRANCH
RESULTS FROM TRALEE EXCHANGE 
COMPETITION 
1st: Mary O Doherty (16) &  Grace Dennehy (22)
36pts (b9) 
2nd: Mary Geaney (14) & Christine Carroll (16) 
36pts 
3rd: Leila Moloney (17) & Mary Shanahan (32) 
35pts 

MAINE VALLEY MEMBERS GOLF 
CLUB 
RESULTS OF THE CLUB SINGLES 11/12 JUNE
1st: Roger Crowley (21) 41pts
2nd: Brendan Keehan (15) 39pts
Division 1 (indexes up to 13.3)
Eamon O'Neill (10) 38pts
Division 2 (index 13.4 to 17.4)
Thomas Murphy (13) 37pts
Division 3 (index 17.5 to 21.2)
Liam McAuliffe (19) 35pts (back 9)
Division 4 (21.3 and above)
Seamus Mannix (29) 36pts
Well done to our All Ireland Fourball team who 
beat Ballyheigue on Saturday and hard luck to 
the Mixed Foursomes team who lost in Kanturk.
Next week will be 18 hole club singles 

DEERPARK PITCH & PUTT CLUB   
NATIONAL STROKEPLAY QUALIFIERS
We had five players join our Chairman Damien 
Fleming at the National Finals on the first 
weekend in July after last Sunday’s event in 
Listowel. John McGrath qualified out of the 
Senior grade while Ger Casey and James Fleming 
made it through in the Intermediate grade. In the 
Junior event meanwhile both Robbie Harnett 
and Fintan Martin made it through in claiming 
the final two qualification spots in that section.
SUNDAY DRAWS

Two Ball Scramble- First Nett: Sean Ashe & 
Sean O'Brien 36 Gross: Dave Spillane & Niall 
O'Loughlin 47 and Second Nett: Sean Ashe & 
John Murphy 38½
U16 COMPETITION
We held our first summer U16 competition 
of the year last Saturday with the results as 
follows: First Nett: Nathan Cronin 45, Gross: Brian 
McCarthy 53, Second Nett: Cathal Sugrue 50 
and Hole-In-One: Nathan Cronin (4th Hole). This 
Saturday sees the first of the Kerry U16 team 
trials take place at the club.
TIM SCANNELL MEMORIAL INTER-CLUB 
MATCHPLAY
This event begins next Tuesday night (June 
21st) in Tralee with the club taking on Listowel 
in our first match. Anyone interested in playing 
is asked to contact either John McGrath or 
Kieran Fitzpatrick regarding same. Please note 
as per competition rules, clubs can only bring a 
maximum of 12 players to play each night.

The stunning new entrance to Killarney Golf & Fishing Club which has been completed recently.

Listry Golf Society Captain Pat Sheahan picturted with 
winner of his Captain’s Pirze day, his daughter Mairead.
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RETRO FIT DESIGN LTD
Get ready for the new age

We specialise in

SPRAY FOAM CAVITY WALL INSULATION 
and 

EXTERNAL WALL INSULATION

SEAI GRANTS AVAILABLE 
covering up to 80% of the cost
Typical 4 bedroom 
bungalow - 
COST ONLY €300

CALL US 
TODAY 

to book your 
spot and avail of 

this once in a 
lifetime offer

KILLORGLIN, CO. KERRY
Tel: 066 9762746  |  M: 087- 7982555  |  E-mail: info@retrofitdesignltd.ie
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KILLARNEY CELTIC
CELTIC LOTTO
Numbers drawn 3,7,9,16. No jackpot winner. 
Match 3 winners received €40. Next jackpot 
Monday June 20th €5,600. Tickets available from 
the Dungeon Bookshop, Hegarty's Park Rd, club 
members and online through clubforce.com.
PREMIER A LEAGUE FINAL
Killarney Celtic 3, Killarney Athletic 0
Stephen McCarthy 2, Luke O'Neill.
Killarney Celtic won their 4th Premier A title in 
a row after defeating town rivals Athletic last 
Sunday in Mounthawk Park. Backed by a strong 
breeze Celtic dominated from the start and put 
Athletic under pressure with Wayne Sparling 
going close before Celtic made the breakthrough 
in the 25th minute. Good inter play put Wayne 
Sparling free and his cross from the left wing 
was headed home from close range by Stephen 
McCarthy. Despite creating other chances and 3 
shouts for penalties Celtic were unable to add to 
their tally and so it was 1-0 at halftime. Athletic 
upped their game at the beginning of the 2nd 
half and Celtic's defence had to be alert to deny 
them an equaliser. In the 75th minute Celtic won 
a penalty which Stephen McCarthy dispatched 
to the net to give Celtic the vital breathing 
space.Celtic continued to create chances with 
Edward Myers and Wayne Sparling going close 
before Luke O'Neill wrapped up proceedings 
with the 3rd goal. Well done to the players and 
management on retaining the league title again.
CONGRATS to Natsha O'Sullivan (coach) and 
Kate (captain), Anne Caoimhe,Emma, Emily, 
Grainne, Hannah, Liadh representing the club 
with Kerry U14 Girls at the Gaynor Cup last week.
KILLARNEY CELTIC SUMMER CAMPS can 
now be booked online through clubforce.com

GAYNOR CUP SQUAD DID KERRY 
PROUD
The Kerry 2022 squad are back home after a 
great experience at the Gaynor Tournament 
which was back in UL for the first time in three 
years. 75 games were played with the MGL from 
Dublin defeating the Midlands 2-0 in the final.
Like all tournament football Kerry experienced 

the highs and lows of the game.  The squad of 
20,led by Head of Delegation Noel White and 
Head Coach Michael Crossan and manager 
Natasha O’Sullivan assisted by Caragh and 
Aisling Kerry eventually went out in the quarter 
final of the Plate after finishing second in Group 
4. The 2-0 loss to Donegal meant Kerry would 
take 10th place overall.
They opened their campaign with a 1-1 draw as 
Jocelyn Cushen equalised in the game against 
South Tipperary. Kerry then played Limerick 
Desmond in a gale force wind and after going 
behind Laura Falvey levelled. The Desmond 
League took the win with a wind assisted 
corner.
Kerry bounced back with a 3-2 win over Limerick 
County thanks to two goals from Laura Falvey 2 
and Emma Daly.  Any day you beat Cork in Girls 
football and Kerry did that in their final group 
game thanks to an Emma Daly goal.
Kerry were top of the Group with the others still 
having one round to play. Limerick Desmond’s 
equaliser in the second minute of injury time 
meant Kerry would finish in the Group in 
second place.
Goals in either half saw Donegal end Kerry’s 
campaign but nothing will take away the 
memories and friendships the girls have from 
the 2022 SFAI Gaynor Cup where the KSBGL 
were also represented on the organising side 
as Chair Aidan Murnane and Padraig Harnett 

were involved in the media side of the premier 
tournament for girls football. 
One game in the 12’s Premier:
In one of the last games of the 2021-2022 
Castleisland ended the Slattery’s Carpets and 
Blinds on a high with a 2-0 win over LB Rovers. 
Ronan O’Connor and Adam Griffin were the 
scorers. 

SOCCER FOCUS

Ballyhar Dynamos FC U14s, shield runner’s up to Castleisland FC in the Kerry schoolboy 
Shield competition pictured with their coaches Pat Fleming & Alan Finn.

Killarney Athletic Senior team pictured before the Charleville Cheese Premier 
A Final - Killarney Athletic 0  Killarney Celtic 3

Killarney Celtic Charleville Cheese Premier A League winners 2021/22 

Luke O’Neill, goalscorer with Killarney Celtic pictured with 
his parents Pat and Geraldine following their clash with 
Killarney Athletic.
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Killarney Celtic Charleville Cheese Premier A League winners 2021/22 
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KERRY LADIES SEE OFF 
GALWAY

All Ireland Championship: 
Kerry 3-10 Galway 3-8

Kerry came into this one backed by the 
confidence of winning Division Two, but our 
recent record isn’t great against Galway and 
they carried a justified favourites tag. Their 
opening score showed why as Nicola Ward 
raced up from the back line to split the posts. 
Louise Ní Muircheartaigh was being well 
watched by Galway, but that doesn’t ever 
bother one of the best forwards in the country 
and the Corca Dhhubhne sharpshooter opened 
Kerry’s account. Aishling O’Connell invariably 
scores from the back and she put Kerry in front, 
but Tracey Leonard, a player with a scoring 
reputation to equal Muircheartaigh’s promptly 
slotted a free. Louise responded in kind. Kerry 
had a slight upper hand at this stage, with Cáit 
Lynch and Anna Galvin edging a tough midfield 
battle. However, disaster struck for Kerry as 
Galway sliced us open, Leanne Coen fisting 
home after a great team move, and Tracey 
Leonard added a free. Welcome to Division One 
football!
Kerry’s response was superb, though, Kayleigh 
Cronin launching a high ball into Lorraine 
Scanlon, and the Desmonds’ powerhouse 
finishing in style. 1-3 apiece. Kerry were that 
bit sharper and faster to the ball and it paid 
dividends, Louise Ní Muircheartaigh slotting 
three frees in a row, and Kerry could be well 
pleased with themselves heading for the break.
Half-time Kerry 1-6 Galway 1-3
The dynamic Cáit Lynch tormented Galway 
all day with her pace and power and neatly 
notched the first score of the second half. 
However, a good pass from Olivvia Divilly saw 
Tracey Leonard split the posts and the Galway 
veteran showed her class with two more scores. 
Back to a one point game.
Kerry needed to respond and did so in 
consummate style. Louise added another free. 
She had another one drop short, but Paris 

McCarthy read it perfectly and was on hand to 
fist home. Before Galway could recover, back 
came Kerry again, with Niamh Carmody drilling 
home a brilliant finish.
Galway, to their credit, weren’t giving up 
the ghost. Leonard and Ní Muircheartaigh 
traded frees before Ailish Morrissey fisted 
home. However, it was over-ruled for offside 
– let’s face it, we had a bit of luck on our side, 
television cameras showed clearly that she had 
timed her movement perfectly. She had broken 
our hearts with a late goal last year in fairly 
identical circumstances.  Galway were pushing 
hard now, helped by yellow cards for Lorraine 
Scanlon and Louise Ní Muircheartaigh – both 
had been fighting fires in defence as Galway 
surged forward. Olivia Divilly pointed a Galway 
free but, at 3-10 to 1-8 and normal time up, 
surely Kerry had this in the bag.
Louise Ward kicked a Galway goal, tucking 
it away neatly into the left hand corner. Five 
points in it. Then just two, as Leanne Coen 

found the net.
The dying seconds were heart-pounding – you 
wouldn’t write off Galway getting a third goal 
to snatch it. Thankfully from our perspective, 
the clock ran out on their efforts and Kerry have 
started their campaign with a great win.  
Kerry: Ciara Butler,  Éilis Lynch, Kayleigh Cronin, 
Aoife Dillane, Aishling O’Connell (0-1), Emma 
Costello, Ciara Murphy, Cáit Lynch (0-1), Anna 
Galvin, Danielle O’Leary, Niamh Carmody (1-0), 
Lorraine Scanlon (1-0), Niamh Ní Chonchúir, 
Erica McGlynn, Louise Ní Mhuircheartaigh (0-
8, 5f ). Subs: Paris McCarthy 1-0 (for Niamh Ní 
Chonchúir, 21 mins), Siofra O’Shea (for Erica 
McGlynn, 46 mins), Caoimhe Evans (for Danielle 
O’Leary, 52 mins), Clodagh Ní Chonchúir (for 
Aoife Dillane, 56 mins), Mary O’Connell (for 
Niamh  Carmody, 59 mins).
Galway: Alanah Griffin,  Shauna Molloy, Sarah 
Ní Loingsigh, Eimile Gavin, Charlotte Cooney, 
Nicola Ward (0-1), Kate Geraghty, Ailbhe 
Davoren, Louise Ward (1-0), Leanne Coen 

JIMMY O’SULLIVAN-DARCY 
takes a look at all things sport...

ALL THINGS...SPORT

Olivia Divilly of Galway in action against Kayleigh Cronin of Kerry during the TG4 All-Ireland 
Ladies Football Senior Championship Group C - Round 1 match between Kerry and Galway 
at St Brendan’s Park in Birr, Offaly. Photo by Sam Barnes/Sportsfile

Danielle O’ Leary of Kerry in action against Eimile Gavin of Galway during the TG4 All-Ireland Ladies Football Senior 
Championship Group C - Round 1 match between Kerry and Galway at St Brendan’s Park in Birr, Offaly. Photo by Sam 
Barnes/Sportsfile

Ailbhe Davoren of Galway in action against Erica McGlynn of Kerry during the TG4 All-Ireland 
Ladies Football Senior Championship Group C - Round 1 match between Kerry and Galway at 
St Brendan’s Park in Birr, Offaly. Photo by Sam Barnes/Sportsfile
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(0-1), Andrea Trill, Maireád Seoighe, Lynsey 
Noone, Olivia Divilly (0-1), Tracey Leonard (0-
6, 1f ). Subs: Kate Slevin (for Andrea Trill, 26 
mins), Chellene Trill (for Eimile Gavin, 30 mins), 
Siobhán Divilly (forAilbhe  Davoren, 30 mins), 
Ailish Morrissey (for Maireád Seoighe, 36), Aoife 
Molloy (for Shauna Mollo, (52 mins).
Referee M Farrelly (Cavan).

KERRY CAMPAIGN ENDS
AGAINST WEXFORD

All Ireland Hurling Quarter-Final:
Wexford 3-30 Kerry 0-18

If you told me over the years that I would get to 
see Kerry in an All Ireland quarter-final in hurling, 
I would have laughed at you. It’s a phenomenal 
achievement, even with the twisty-turny 
format muddling of recent years. Let me lay my 
cards on the table here – I know it’s fantastic for 
Kerry, but I disapprove of assigning a quarter-
final place to the McDonagh losing finalists. 
We all know that there is an enormous gulf in 
class between the divisions, and a Division Two 
side being parachuted in ahead of the likes of 
Tipperary or Waterford…I don’t believe that it 
does anything for Kerry hurling, and it doesn’t 
do anything for the championship. Let’s be 
honest, all of the top guns were praying to have 
Kerry as their opposition at this stage.
Seeing as I’m campaigning to win friends and 
influence people, I’ll throw another bombshell 
into the mix. There have been a lot of complaints 
about Antrim getting a full place in the Leinster 
championship, whereas Kerry would have to 
beat Tipperary in a play-off (let’s face it, that’s 
a bit of a moot point anyway). My own opinion 
is that Kerry made most progress when we 
were in the round robin preliminary format in 
Leinster, playing teams of our own level. We 
can learn more from tough battles against 
the likes of Westmeath, Offaly, and Laois than 
hammerings from the likes of Limerick and 
Cork. And please do not try to tell me about 
the occasional victory in the Munster Senior 
League – I was at them, and their significance 
was vastly over-exaggerated within Kerry.
The game itself is quickly told. Kerry were 
brave, as always, and spared no effort. Wexford 
opened with five points before Pádraig Boyle, 
easily our best player this year, slotted a free. 
Three more frees from the big man plus long 
range points from Eoin Ross and Seán Weir 
actually saw Kerry within a point, 0-7 to 0-6, 
after twenty minutes. However, Wexford turned 
on the afterburners to lead by 0-16 to 0-8 at the 
break.
Maybe the six day turnaround didn’t help, but 
Kerry definitely faded completely as the second 
half wore on. After ten minutes the scoreboard 
read 0-24 to 0-13. Conor McDonald blasted their 
first goal and, once Kerry lost Michael Leane to 
a red card (harsh enough, not that it was worth 
an argument at that stage) and Shane Conway 
to injury), the floodgates started to gape, with 
Rory O’Connor and Conor Hearne sealing a 
bigger victory margin than I had expected.
Fionán Mackessy’s brilliant performance for 
Kerry (especially his fantastic point in the first 
half ) was recognised by his selection at wing 
back on the GAA Hurling Team of the Week.
Look, I don’t want to be any doom merchant. 

Overall, it’s been a great year for Kerry. After 
back to back losses to Down at the end of the 
League and the start of the championship, and 
given the amount of players that we have lost 
in the past two years, just getting to this stage 
was a massive achievement for Kerry, and that 
tremendous comeback in the McDonagh Final 
to lose by just a point will shine for a long time 
in the memory.    
Kerry: Louis Dee, Conor O’Keeffe, Seán Weir, 
Eric Leen, Eoin Ross, Fionán Mackessy, Mikey 
Boyle, Michael Leane, Pádraig Boyle, Colin 
Walsh, Colum Harty, Paudie O’Connor, Gavin 
Dooley, Jordan Conway, Shane Conway. Subs 
Niall Mulcahy (for Shane Conway, 33 mins), 
Maurice O’Connor (for Colin Walsh, 45 mins), 
Brian Lonergan (for Mikey Boyle, 58 mins), 
Morgan Madden (for Eric Leen, 63 mins), Fionán 
O’Sullivan, 64 mins)

 KERRY MINORS REACH 
FINAL FOUR

All Ireland Minor Quarter-Final: 
Kerry 0-8 Tyrone 1-4

There’s almost a sense of Jekyll and Hyde about 
this Kerry team. They looked fantastic in their 
opening game against a weakened Cork side 
and won pulling up. The rematch was the exact 
opposite – Kerry were thoroughly outplayed 
from start to finish.
In retrospect, that may actually have been a bit 
of a saving grace. General consensus was that 
Derry had actually been the better team in the 
Ulster Final, but had succumbed to perfectly-
timed Tyrone goals. Certainly a good Cork team 
walked into that Derry lion’s den in their own 
quarter-final…and were summarily dismissed 
in style. For their own part, Kerry needed to 
guard their goal and they would be in with a 
real chance.
That hope was snuffed out early on, Caolan 
Donnelly fisting home from Ronan Molloy’s 
pass. A good goal from Tyrone’s perspective, 
much less so from ours.
I thought that Tyrone could have profited by 
going for the jugular more, but they didn’t do 
so. Let’s face it, football has gone extremely 
negative in recent years, and this was almost as 
good an example of the decline as the Ulster 
Senior Final. I know a lot of pundits claimed 
that attendees found the tension and the 
intelligent cohesive defending fascinating….a 
lot of pundits aren’t paid for their intelligence. 
There’s a reason why attendances are dropping 
like a stone.
There’s no point in pretending that Kerry 
are immune to this malaise. This was a great 
victory, a real confidence booster that takes us 
into the last four in the country. But it was not a 
great game of football, far from it, and Kerry are 
as guilty as Tyrone for that.
Kerry had a decent shout for a penalty early on, 
as it looked very much like Odhran Ferris was 
bundled over in the square, but the referee 
waved play on – he was correct, as the replay 
showed. Instead, it was Tyrone who raised 
the white flag, Ronan Molloy slicing through 
Kerry’s defence and passing to Caolan Donnelly 
to fist home.
Good work by Fionn Murphy saw Cormac 
Dillon open our account after patient build-up 

against the mass defence. Tyrone, in fairness, 
were using a lot of width and worked a free for 
Noah Grimes. Kerry definitely had the edge in 
midfield though, with Evan Boyle outstanding.  
Jack Clifford clipped over a fine point. Cormac 
Dillon added a fine kick from a mark (good 
awareness to call it) and then pointed with his 
left leg to nudge Kerry in front.
Tyrone were labouring for scores – frankly, their 
game-plan seemed to be based almost entirely 
on counter-attack, but Kerry were playing 
defensive themselves and not coughing up 
possession with gaps behind them. They did 
point a free through Ronan Molloy, but the 
dash and daring of that opening goal was 
long gone by now. They did, in fairness, force a 
brilliant save out of Shay O’Meara, but Donagh 
O’Sullivan took a nice point to close out the first 
half scoring.
Half-time: Kerry 0-6 Tyrone 1-2
Kerry were that bit more expansive at the start 
of the second half, typified as Eddie Healy had 
the confidence to boot over a superb kick. 
Tyrone had a bit more flair themselves, forcing 
another great save out of Shay O’Meara from 
point blank range. Kerry lost Niall Collins to a 
black card before Ronan Molloy cut the gap 
back to just a single point. Tyrone realised now 
that they had to attack the game and, credit to 
them, showed what they are capable of when 
released from the tactical leash.
Fionn Murphy pointed a free from very long 
range to leave Kerry two points ahead in a game 
where scores were almost as scarce as hens’ 
teeth. It was a long way from over, with Caolan 
Donnelly just millimetres from an identical goal 
to his opener. The same player did kick over the 
bar a minute later, but it was too little, too late.
You couldn’t exactly call it affirmation for Kerry 
– doubts would have to linger after a game like 
this – but at the same time I’d say few enough 
of us expected that they would make the last 
four after that debacle of a Munster Final.
I will say once more that I do think that the 
drop to U17 has affected the quality of the 
Minor Championship, and very noticeably 
reduced the interest – you can’t really tell 
whether some-one is a potential senior at that 
age and you certainly won’t find out for several 
years. There’s a fair bit of a push for combining 
the U20 and U17 campaigns into one U19 
campaign, with a possibility of a U17 league. 
To me the obvious solution is to revert to the 
old U18 and U21 grades. After all, the old issue 
was the amount of club campaigns held up 
as these players were confined to intercounty, 
but the split season gives a lot more room to 
manoeuvre there.
Nonetheless, that’s not an issue for these lads, 
and they have already done the Kerry jersey 
very proud.  They face Mayo next in the All 
Ireland semi-final. Mayo have been unbeaten 
and not much troubled in all their games so far, 
including the Connaught Minor League. They 
have the look of an outstanding team, but this 
Kerry team have proven that they aren’t afraid 
of any challenges.
Kerry: Shay O’Meara, Maidhcí Lynch, Colm 
Browne, Ruairi Burke, Jack O’Sullivan, Liam 
Evans, Fionn Murphy (0-1, 1f ), Eddie Healy (0-
1), Evan Boyle, Niall Collins, Donagh O’Sullivan 
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(0-1), Jack Clifford (0-1), Paddy Lane (0-1), 
Cormac Dillon (0-3, 1f, 1m), Odhran Ferris. Subs 
Thomas Ashe (for Evan Boyle, 52 mins), Darragh 
O’Connor (for Niall Collins, 55 mins), J Fitzgerald 
(for Paddy lane, 61 mins)
Tyrone: Conor McAneney, Joey Clarke, Ben 
Hughes, Barry McMenamin, Caolan Donnelly 
(1-1), Callum Daly, Conan Devlin, Conor O’Neill, 
Seán Hughes, Nathan Farry, Ronan Molloy (0-
2, 1f ), Conor Devlin, Noah Grimes (0-1), Eoin 
McElholm, Michael McElhatton. Subs Sheehan 
Fay (for B Hughes, 39 mins), Ruairí McCullagh 
(for Michael McElhatton, 48 mins), Caolan 
Donnelly (for C Devlin, 52 mins), Leo Hughes 
(for Ronan Molloy, 53 mins), Niall McCarney (for 
Nathan Farry, 60 mins).
Referee: J Molloy (Galway)

 CAMOGIE
Intermediate All Ireland Group Stage: 

Kerry 0-11 Dublin 1-7
I couldn’t let it go without mention of Kerry 
camogie’s spellbinding win over Dublin last 
weekend. The week before, they had to travel 
to Carlow with just seventeen players, one of 
whom had come out of retirement to fill the 
panel. But they came away with a win. They 
were still missing players last Saturday with 
injuries and Leaving Cert.,  but had Edel Slattery 
back, plus Áine O’Connor and Glenflesk’s Kate 
Lynch back, and that was crucial – all three 
were outstanding. Star of the show, though, 
was Patrice Diggin, who not only scored 
some long range beauties that showed her 
exceptional talent, but also went in goal and 
saved a vital Dublin penalty early in the second 
half. With three wins from three games, Kerry 
are guaranteed a quarter-final already. It really 
is phenomenal.  

ALL IRELAND DRAWS
Derry v Clare

Clare have been simply magnificent this year, 
and Colm Collins should (but won’t) be a 
genuine candidate for Manager of the Year. 
But the Ulster champions have seen off top 
contenders and, yes, they did a lot of it with 
a coma-inducing mass defence that mirrored 
those opponents, but they also took some 
great scores. Surely a bridge too far for gallant 
Clare.

Dublin v Cork
There were plenty of people throwing 
metaphorical rotten fruit when they were in 
the docks after last year’s Munster Final and 
this year’s League, but Cork gave us enough 
to do and have aces in the likes of Powter, 
Maguire, and sharpshooters Sherlock, Maguire, 
and especially Hurley. But Dublin? I was never 
fooled by their League form. Still hot favourites 
for Sam in my book.

Armagh v Galway
Armagh were the best Ulster team to watch 
and Rian O’Neill must have already stamped 
his name on an All Star. But Donegal could 
and should have taken them if they had cast 
off their shell – to me it was the tactical retreat 
rather than any individual failure that coughed 
it up. Galway are a very intriguing enigma to 

me. They have retained some of that old flair 
and panache, but have added muscle and 
defensive caution. On their day they can beat 
anyone…or lose to anyone. This will either be 
Armagh by around four points, or a nailbiter all 
the way.

Kerry v Mayo
Forget that League Final. We hammered Tyrone 
around that stage last year as well. And, even 
more so than last year, we are coming in very 
cold. I don’t care, you simply cannot replicate 
that intensity or adrenaline in any training. 
Moreover, Cillian is closer to hitting peak (not 
there yet) and have the likes of Durcan back. 
But they haven’t really been convincing so far – 
very lucky that Kildare stumbled badly with the 
hard work done. They still have a sting in the 
tail (and we need to face that kind of test) and 
they will be very hard work, but Kerry should 
win this.
On a side note, of course the Kerry and Mayo 
minor and senior games should be a double-
header. But the quarter-finals were always 
going to be double-headers and the GAA have 
shown a reluctance to combine the U17s with 
senior matches. Kerry playing at 4.00pm on 
the Sunday (27th) is an issue for me, Usain Bolt 
wouldn’t make the 7.00pm train. My chances of 
overnighting depend largely on the National 
Lottery.  Football is getting very expensive 
while the entertainment value is declining. 
With the GAA including a lot more inter-county 
games next year with the champions league 
style format, they’d want to start thinking a lot 
more about provincial venues.

 KERRY CLUB 
CHAMPIONSHIP DRAWS

Senior Club Championship
Group 1: Spa, Kenmare Shamrocks, Na Gaeil, 
Dingle
I know league form without county players is 
no real barometer, but this looks like the easier 
group.
Group 2: Austin Stacks, Kerins O’Rahillys, Dr. 
Crokes, Templenoe
Yeah, Group 1 is definitely easier!

Intermediate Club Championship
Group 1: Beaufort, Ballydonoghue, 
Gneeveguilla, Currow
Beaufort have knocked on the door as hard 
as Mayo in recent years, but Gneeveguilla will 
need watching.
Group 2: Killarney Legion, Dromoda na 
Piarsaigh, John Mitchels, Laune Rangers
Legion will be looking for a rapid return and will 
be favourites at full strength. Laune Rangers 
are coming back, though.
Group 3: Castleisland Desmonds, An 
Ghaeltacht, Glenbeigh/Glencar, Kilcummin
Jaysus, what a group! I’d fancy Kilcummin, but 
there’s nothing easy there.
Group 4: Rathmore, Milltown/Castlemaine, 
Glenflesk, St. Marys
Another humdinger. Rathmore to pip Milltown, 
but Glenflesk are in flying form.

Junior Premiership Championship
Group 1: Skellig Rangers, Churchill, St. Senans, 
St. Pats Blennerville
Skellig will be favourites here, but watch out for 

Senans
Group 2: St. Michaels/Foilmore, Brosna, 
Annascaul, Ballyduff
Division Two hasn’t gone well for Annacaul, but 
they’re up there and have numbers.
Group 3: Ardfert, Waterville, Ballymac, Keel
Surely Ballymac from Division One. Ardfert have 
great young players coming through, though.
Group 4: Listry, Listowel Emmets, Castlegregory, 
Fossa
Fossa have two All Stars, but the derby with 
Listry will be the acid test.
Junior Junior Championship (Look, we all know 
it’s the Novice, alright?)
Preliminary Game: Ballylongford v Tuosist
Group 1: Reenard, Moyvane, Cromane, 
Scartaglin
I expect Moyvane to surprise a few people here.
Group 2: Cordal, Sneem/Derrynane, Preliminary 
Winners, Lios Póil
Cordal have been unlucky in the past couple of 
years and I fancy them.
Group 3: Firies, Asdee, Beale, Tarbert
Firies are going well and should come through.
Group 4: Finuge, Duagh, Kilgarvan, 
Knocknagoshel
Finuge will be favourites – but a full strength 
Kilgarvan could be deadly.

U21 County Championship Draw
East Kerry – bye, South Kerry – bye, Austin 
Stacks v Rathmore, Kerins O’Rahillys v Kenmare 
District, North Kerry v West Kerry, St. Kierans 
v Mid Kerry, St. Brendans v Laune Rangers, 
Gneeveguilla v Dr. Crokes
You’d fancy East Kerry against St. Brendans in 
the final, given their minor meetings, but Mid 
Kerry, North Kerry, Stacks….there’s a lot of dark 
horses in that mix!

ATHLETICS
Congratulations to Jordan Lee on his silver 
medal in the World Athletics Grand Prix event 
in Paris, jumping a season best of 1.90m to go 
top of the European rankings and second in the 
world at the T47 category.
Jordan isn’t the only local high jumper of 
note to return with a medal, as Ciara Kennelly 
equalled her season best with a jump of 1.75m 
to bring home the bronze medal from the 
Budapest Open.  
Congratulations also to Sarah Leahy on her 
seventh place in the 4 x 100m relay in Geneva at 
the World Continental  Athletics Tour alongside 

Congratulations to Jordan Lee on his silver medal in the 
World Athletics Grand Prix event in Paris, jumping a season 
best of 1.90m to go top of the European rankings and 
second in the world at the T47 category.
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Joan Healy (Bandon), Lucy May Sleeman 
(Leevale) and Lauren Roy (Lisburn). Sarah also 
ran 11.70 in the 100m to finish second fastest 
Irish athlete overall.

GOLF

Rory McIlroy has been on the cusp of all-time 
greatness for so long that some people seem 
almost to be disappointed that he doesn’t 
constantly gobble up majors. In all honesty, it’s 
not like Ireland have produced an abundance 
of world class sports people over the years. You 

can maybe make an argument for Harrington, 
but McIlroy is a sure thing on that list. He 
proved it yet again by retaining the Canadian 
Open in fine style.
McIlroy is also one of those saying admirably 
loyal to the PGA in the face of its biggest threat. 
When a Saudi-based consortium established 
the LIV as potential rivals, the PGA had the 
players, the tradition, the prestige, and the 
organisational numbers behind them. All 
little old LIV had behind them was….well, the 
money. And money doesn’t just talk in today’s 
sports world…it shouts. Tiger Woods has been 
the best golfer in golf’s most affluent era. His 
total prize money has amassed to a whopping 
€121 million. LIV paid Dustin Johnson €125 
million just to join them. I think we all know 
that this is sports-washing – I’d have loved 
to have read Jamal Khashogghi’s take on it – 
but more and more players have joined the 
breakaway group and the PGA are already 
tentatively backing away from their hard-line 
stance. Welcome to modern sport – I don’t 
think the Champions League is quite finished 
with that conversation either.

BASKETBALL
Sad news this week as it was announced that 
Garveys St. Marys of Castleisland will not be 
fielding a ladies team in the National League 
this year. St. Marys featured some iconic players 
over the years (plenty of Killarney players cut 
their teeth and played the game there) and 

recorded some spectacular triumphs along 
the way. They have been an inspiration for the 
game and always made positive headlines for 
the sport at a time when it was at its lowest 
ebb in the county. Hopefully they will be back 
before too long.
Basketball fans all over the globe have been 
watching the NBA Finals of late. It’s currently 
3-2 to Golden State Warriors over Boston 
Celtics, and I expect them to wrap it up around 
the time that you are reading this. To me they 
always had to be favourites once Steph Curry 
came back from injury to join Klay Thompson 
and Draymond Green. Boston Celtics have 
Jayson Tatum, but I don’t rate the likes of Brown 
in that game-changing bracket, despite his 
Game 3 display. Boston remind me a bit of the 
old Detroit Pistons that put it up to the Bulls at 
the start of the Jordan era – a bit less physically 
aggressive (and no harm) but they have that 
granite resilience about them. I still think the 
Warriors have too much shooting power, 
though.
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CHANGE OF VEHICLE OWNERSHIP

If you sell your vehicle or trade it in for a new model, you must by law 
register the change of ownership with the Department of Transport.
A record is kept called the national vehicle and driver file (NVDF). It is 
important that the ownership and address details are up to date at all 
times and that changes are notified quickly. If for example, a vehicle is 
subject to a safety recall, manufacturers will contact all registered owners 
from this list.
If I sell my car privately what so I need to do re changing the Vehicle 
Registration certificate (VRC)?
If you sell your vehicle privately, you must complete and sign the change 
of ownership section on the back of the Vehicle Registration certificate 
(VRC). The buyer must sign the same form. The seller is responsible 
and must send the completed form to the Department of Transport for 
updating. The Department of Transport will post the VRC to the new 
owner.
If I sell my car to a motor dealer what so I need to do re changing the 
Vehicle Registration certificate (VRC)?
If you sell your vehicle to a motor dealer, you must give the dealer the 
Vehicle Registration Certificate and both the seller and the dealer must 
complete the Form RF105 . An approved dealer can use the online change 
of vehicle ownership service to notify the details online. Otherwise the 
seller must sent the RF105 to the Department of Transport.
What do I need to do if the current owner is deceased?
If you buy a vehicle and the current owner (seller) is deceased, a letter 
from the executor of the deceased's will, or the solicitor dealing with the 
will, indicating your right to the vehicle should accompany the Vehicle 
Registration Certificate (VRC). Where the VRC is not available or cannot 
be produced, an administrative process allows the acceptance of a 
declaration of ownership change in the form of a statutory declaration 
sworn before a Commissioner for Oaths or a practising solicitor. The 
statutory declaration form, which is available from the Driver and Vehicle 
Computer Services Division, should accompany the letter from the 
executor of the will or the solicitor mentioned above.
What does it cost to register Change of Ownership details?
There is no charge for registering Change of Ownership details at Motor 
Taxation Offices or at the Driver and Vehicle Computer Services Division.
When can I tax the new vehicle?
You cannot tax your vehicle until the registration of the change of 
ownership has gone through. You can renew motor tax online or by 
completing a Form RF100A.
What happens if I lose the Registration Book or the Vehicle 
Registration Certificate?
It is possible to get replacement documents associated with changes 
to vehicle ownership. To get replacement documents,  download and 
complete form RF134 from www.motortax.ie   and have this form 
witnessed by a member of the Garda Síochána at your local Garda station. 
Forward your completed form with the appropriate fee to your Motor 
Tax Office. The fee for a replacement Registration Book or Registration 
Certificate is €12

OUTLOOK NOTICES
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KEEL GAA CLUB
 
CLUB LOTTO
Keel GAA Lotto Draw Monday the 6th of June. 
Numbers drawn: 3, 4, 19, 25. No winner of the 
jackpot of €5,700. Lucky dip: €50 Carla Griffin, 
Camp and €50 Daniel Ashe, Aughills. The jackpot 
will be €5,750 for the draw on Monday the 13th 
of June. Many thanks for all your support this 
week and thank you to this week’s lotto team 
for facilitating the draw. You can purchase your 
tickets for the draw via Clubforce or through 
the local outlets. Thank you for your continued 
support of our club lotto.     
COUNTY LEAGUE ROUND 8
Keel’s round 8 fixture versus Beale will take place 
this Sunday at 2pm in Keel. Best of luck to the 
team and management.  
COUNTY LEAGUE ROUND 9
It was Keith Evans who found the bottom corner 
of the net after 40 seconds of play which gave 
the Keel men the start that they were looking for. 
Stacks responded with a free from Conor Myers 
however, it was Keel who dominated possession 
after this well taken free. Tommy Buckley added 
four points to the board, two coming from frees. 
Austin Stacks found it difficult to break down 
the Keel defence but in the 22nd minute Calvin 
Foley sailed one between the posts to leave 
it 1-04 to 0-02. Just when Austin Stacks were 
beginning to break down the Keel defence, the 
home side added another goal. Keel won the 
kickout through Shane Evans and he quickly 
supplied the ball into space for Keith who 
drove at the Stacks defence before delivering 
the ball across the square to David Couchman 
who punched it to the back of the net. Stacks 
responded well with a point from John Carmody 
and another off the left boot of Calvin Foley. 
Couchman extended the home side’s lead in 
the 27th minute with a point which left it 2-05 
to 0-04. The half wasn’t over though, and Stacks 
weren’t giving up. In the 30th minute, Austin 
Stacks won a free on the 45-metre line. Centre 
forward Gearóid Sheehan delivered a diagonal 
ball into Conor Myers who collected the ball 
mid-air, and he made no mistake blasting the 
ball into the back of the Keel net. At the interval 
it was Keel 2-05 (11), Austin Stacks B 1-04 (7).  
Austin Stacks B outscored the home side in the 
second half however, a 3rd goal from Keel was 
the difference in the end. Shane Evans opened 
proceedings in the 2nd half with a point before 
Stacks began to find their rhythm adding on two 
points from play. David Couchman added one 
off the right boot to leave it 2-07 to 1-06 eight 
minutes into the 2nd half. Stacks narrowed the 
gap to 3 points shortly afterwards with a point 
from Kerry U20 Jordan Kissane. However, just 
when Stacks felt they were clawing their way 
back into the encounter Keith Evans added a 
point before his brother Shane rattled the back 
of the Stacks net. It was 3-08 to 1-07 to Keel 
halfway through the 2nd half. Stacks added 
another point from play four minutes later 
and Keel responded with a point from Lachlan 
Griffin. This was Keel’s final score of the game, 
but Austin Stacks added four points before the 
final whistle, one from play and three frees from 
Donagh McKivergan. The final score was Keel 

3-09 (18), Austin Stacks B 1-12 (15).    
UNDER 13
Both U13 teams travelled to John Mitchels on 
Sunday evening. First up were our B team and 
after a titanic battle they eventually went down 
by 3-06 to 2-10. In the 2nd game our A team 
went down to a strong Mitchels side 4-13 to 
1-11. Both teams have county semi-finals next 
weekend. Best of luck to both teams and their 
coaches. 
UNDER 7: Great numbers & lots of skill 
development at training on Sunday morning. 
Unfortunately, our GoGames matches against 
John Mitchell’s were postponed as they were 
unable to travel. Next week we will be playing 
ARDFERT away more than likely on Sunday. 
Details will be confirmed via WhatsApp.  
KERRY SOUTH
Well done to Brien Mangan and Ryan Costello 
who played with the Kerry South U14 team 
in Kildare on Saturday! They recorded a good 
win against Kildare. Well done lads, a fantastic 
achievement! We hope you’ll have many more 
days in the green and gold 
KERRY MINORS
Congratulations to Liam Evans and his Kerry 
minor teammates on their win over Tyrone in 
the All-Ireland Quarter Final on Saturday. The 
Kerry minors will play Mayo on Saturday the 
25th of June in the All-Ireland semi-final. Best of 
luck to all the players and their management.  
KERRY SENIOR LADIES
Well done to Ciara, Caoimhe, Niamh and the 
Kerry Ladies football team on their two point 
win over Galway on Saturday evening. They 
will play Westmeath in round 3 on Saturday the 
25th of June. Best of luck to the ladies and their 
management.  
KERRY MASTERS
Well done to the Kerry Masters team especially 
to Jason Foley and Terry O’ Sullivan. The final 
score on Saturday encounter was Kerry 1-17, 
Cork 2-07. 
   

DR. CROKES GAA CLUB
CO. LEAGUE DIV. 1 DR.CROKES 1-13 SPA 0-10
Our Senior team recorded another win in the 
County League with victory over Spa on Sunday 

last. Spa started the brighter with two early 
points, one a free and the other from play. Mark 
O’Shea then opened the scoring for Crokes 
in the 10th minute. Both teams were equally 
matched and scores were even at half time. A 
well taken goal by Daithi Casey in the 7th minute 
of the second half gave us a 1-8 to 0-8 lead. With 
a good defensive display, we pushed on from 
there and finished comfortable winners. Our 
next outing will be at home to Gneeveguilla on 
June 26th.  
CO. LEAGUE DIV. 3 DR.CROKES 0-11 SKELLIG 
RANGERS 3-13
A slow start for our Senior B team resulted in two 
early goals for the visitors. It was always going to 
be a tough battle from there. The boys worked 
hard leaving the two early goals the difference 
between the sides at half time. We battled until 
the very end but unfortunately the two elusive 
goals that we needed did not materialised and 
we fell up sort at the final whistle. The score line 
does not reflect on the players who all put in a 
great effort and never gave up. With 3 senior 
teams out on the same day it was always going 
to be a difficult task to field our strongest team.  
CO. LEAGUE DIV. 6 DR.CROKES 1-14 FOSSA 
B 1-9
Our Senior C team recorded a good win at home 
to Fossa on Sunday.  
U14 GIRLS had an excellent win on Sunday 
night against a very good Firies side coming 
out 6-8 to 1-4 winners. Annie Brosnan and 
Siofra Randles were dominant in the middle 
of the field with Aoife O’Donoghue, Vanessa 
Karavanova and Ciara Mulcahy putting in very 
strong performances in defense. Keva McCarthy, 
Bethany Byrne and Miren O’Connor kept the 
scoreboard ticking over. All the hard work and 
training over the last few months is showing as 
our girls are improving in every game. Well done 
to the girls and their coaches.   
OUR U10 GIRLS took part in a Kerry LGFA blitz in 
Fossa on Sunday afternoon. A great day was had 
by all with plenty of game time for our young 
players. They were delighted to meet Kerry star 
Danielle O’Leary who was happy to pass on a 
few tips. Thanks to Fossa for hosting.  
ACADEMY
The Donie Sheehan Dr.Crokes Academy Blitz 
will take place on Saturday June 25th 10:30-
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MKL Gaels : Well done to the U15 Féile team and management for getting to the semi final of the regional GAA Finals 
in Mallow. 
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12pm. There will also be a bake sale on the day 
as a fundraiser for the Academy. If anyone is 
interested in helping out, please let us know. All 
are welcome.  
LOTTO TOOK PLACE ON June 13th numbers 
drawn were 06, 08, 27, 28 Jackpot not won. 1 
patron matched 3 numbers and receives €400. 
Jackpot for draw on June 20th will be €6 200  
BINGO 
Dr Crokes Bingo continues every Sunday night 
at 8pm. Doors open at 6:45. Everyone Welcome.   
WELL DONE  to Shay O’Meara, Maidhcí Lynch 
and the Kerry minors and to Kayleigh Cronin 
and the Kerry senior ladies in their respective 
championship wins on Saturday.   
COMMISERATIONS to Conor Bohane, Mark 
Heffernan and the Kerry hurlers on their defeat 
to Wexford in the All-Ireland Senior Hurling 
Championship Preliminary Quarter Final.   
CONGRATULATIONS to Johnny O’Leary and 
Joan O’Shea and to Christina Bartlett and Ricky 
O’Rourke on their weddings over the weekend.  
SYMPATHYSympathy to Michael Kenny 
Muckross on the death of his sister Mary 
Courtney.  

KILLARNEY LEGION GAA CLUB
SENIOR MEN
The Senior Men earned a enthralling yet merited 
win over East Kerry rivals Rathmore in Round 
9 of the Senior County League in front of a 
fine crowd at a blustery Direen. The home side 
made the faster start when James O Donoghue 
clipped over a point from play following a fine 
run by Peter O Sullivan. Jamie O Sullivan was 
next on the scoresheet with another from play 
and subsequently a free before Chrissie Spiers 
opened the Rathmore account and went on to 
kick the next two to bring the sides level at 0-3 
each. The rest of the half belonged to the home 
side as they kicked a further six points through 
Thomas Moriarty, Jamie O Sullivan, Peter Mc 
Carthy(2) and James O D(2)all scored from play 
to make it a three point half time lead 0-9 to 0-6.
The second half started in the same vein 
with a James O D free and then thanks to the 
perseverance of Thomas Moriarty , who set up 
Ryan O’Grady for a vital goal. Finbarr Murphy  
profited from a turnover by James O Donoghue 
to slot home into the bottom corner. This put 

Legion firmly in the driving seat with a 2-10 to 
0-6 lead but Rathmore rarely die without a fight. 
They stole in for a goal but that storm was 
weathered by a great score from James O D and 
another from Luke O Donoghue. Brian Kelly then 
produced a fine save to deny Spiers as Owen 
Benson and Mark Heffernan were introduced 
for Finbarr Murphy and Peter McCarthy with the 
score at 2-12 to 2-8 . Incredibly Rathmore would 
add 1-1 to their tally and with five minutes left 
the sides were level, 2-12 to 3-9. Not for the first 
time James O D stepped up with a great point 
and then Ryan O’Grady kicked a point following 
on from some great team play.
Some stout defending led to a breakaway when 
Peter O Sullivan got on the ball deep in his 
own half. He was not to be caught and as he 
faced up the goalkeeper he slipped the ball to 
the supporting James O D who coolly slotted 
home his side’s third goal. There was still time 
for another Rathmore raid but there was to be 
no denting of the Legions rearguard. This latest 
victory moves Legion into mid-table on nine 
points with two rounds to go.
LADIES UPDATE
Another lively week for our Girls teams with the 
U14s being particularly busy. The Green team 
maintained their winning start to the County 
League with an impressive home win over 
Kilcummin. They will head to Ballybunion this 
week to play Beale in the best of form having 
struck for seven goals against Kilcummin with 
all 19 girls taking part. Not to be outshone the 
White team also had a good week, controlling 
their game against Listowel Emmets from the 
get go, and making light of a stiff breeze, and 
running out 2-7 to 1-3 winners.
Ballybunion on a windy is always a stiff test but 
the girls took it all in their stride and came away 
with a great win, 2-7 to 0-2. The seeds were sown 
in the first half when leading 0-5 to 0-2 despite 
playing against the elements.
Away from the GAA fields and drifting slightly to 
the soccer pitches, congrats to Kate Forde who 
captained the Kerry Gaynor Cup soccer team 
who performed with such distinction in the past 
week in the competition played at the University 
of Limerick.
The U12s took on Scartaglin in Cordal Tuesday 
evening and overcame a slow start, they trailed 
1-5 to 0-2 at half time, to put in a tremendous 

performance in the second half and run out 
3-5 to 1-6 winners. These girls have stepped 
up in divisions this summer and are more than 
holding their own. 
JUVENILE BOYS
The Go Games continued this week with our 
U9s making the short trip to Kilcummin and the 
U11s in Cahirciveen. The idea of these games is 
to give a gentle introduction to matches in an 
enjoyable and non competitive environment, an 
ideal opportunity to hone skills in a fun way. 
The U13 boys had a double fixture this past 
week. The Green Team welcomed Milltown/
Castlemaine to Direen on Tuesday evening and 
bounced back from their previous round defeat 
to Austin Stacks in great style, running out 
4-11 to 0-11 winners. They travelled to another 
Mid Kerry side on Sunday evening when they 
faced Laune Rangers. The old adage “goals wins 
games” held through as the hosts ran out 3-10 
to 0-11.
The White team went along the West Road but 
found Annascaul/Lispole a tough nut to crack. 
Despite going down they have still qualified for 
the semi final where they will face Moyvane. 
The Green Team qualified for the Division 1 
Shield semi final when they will host Na Gaeil in 
Direen next weekend.
FR JIM LENIHAN
Huge congratulations to Fr Jim Lenihan, an 
ardent Legion supporter, as he celebrates his 
Silver Jubilee as a priest. Based in the Killarney 
parish he’s very popular and affable and has 
taken to Kerry like no Corkman ever did. A special 
celebratory mass is being held this Friday June 
17th in St Mary’s Cathedral and all are welcome.
MEMBERS MEETING
There will be a General Members Meeting on 
Thursday June 23rd at 8pm in the Clubhouse. 
All Club matters are open to discussion and each 
member is encouraged to attend.
FLAG DAY
The Annual Street Collection Flag Day will 
be held on Saturday June 25th. As with all 
Club activities your help and support will be 
appreciated. 
LOTTO
Numbers were 13, 17,19,2.2 Bonus 23. No 
Jackpot winner. Match 3s: 1.David Regan, 2. Pajo 
O Sullivan,  3.K Cronin, 4. Breda Moriarty,  5. Frank 
Doran. Next weeks Draw Sunday June 19th.

FOSSA GAA CLUB
A NIGHT WITH LEGENDS
July 5th, anyone needing tickets or who want 
to advertise their business on the Night of 
legends events program - please ring / text
James on 086 8151852, Dermot 086 8413190 or 
any A night with legends committee member.
Tickets @ €25 each and Ad’s @ and €100 each.
SENIORS
FOSSA SENIOR MEN: Cromane 2-6 Fossa 1-13
Fossa kept their position at the top of the 
county league Div 4 with a hard-fought win in 
Cromane against a very determined Cromane 
side.
Fossa played against the breeze in the first half 
and went in at the break in control of the game 
leading by 7 points to 5 after pts from Harry 
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MKL Gaels U12 White:- drew against Cromane in a nail-biting game and played Moyvane in Moyvane last Wednesday 
and won comprehensively.
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Kelly, Matt Rennie, Harry Buckley and
Dan O’Keffee - but 2 quick goals by Cromane in 
the first 10 minutes of the 2nd half put them in 
control of the game.
The introduction of Emmett O’Shea returning 
from injury kicked two long range points, a 
point by Harry Kelly settled Fossa a goal and 
3 points by Tadgh O’Shea saw Fossa run out 
eventual winners.
Up next for Fossa is at home to Castlegregory 
in 2 weeks. Well done to both players and 
management.
Dr. Crokes 1-14 Fossa B 1-09
Fossa goal scorer Cillian Finn. 
BOYS U13
Fossa hosted Cordal at home on Sunday 
evening. Fossa raced into an early lead with 
scores from Thomas O’Shaughnessy (2) & Eoin 
Bennett (2). Against the run of play Cordal 
scored 1-1 to draw level. Fossa took control 
again with three more points before Cordal 
scored a second goal to bring them right back 
into the game. Ross O’Gorman & Eoin Bennett 
were a constant threat throughout the half. A 
goal and a point from Mike Moroney left the 
half time score at Fossa 1-7 Cordal 2-1. Cordal 
took over in the second half and scored an 
impressive 2-7 to Fossa’s 0-3. Dara Whelton 
in the Fossa goal made some superb saves to 
keep Fossa in the game. While Luke Clancy & 
Morgan O’Brien also battled well throughout 
the game. In what was very much a game of 
two halves, Cordal ran out winners with a final 
scoreline of 4-8 to 1-10.
KERRY
Well done to the Kerry Ladies especially Fossa’s 
Erica McGlynn and Anna Clifford.
CONDOLENCES
Fossa GAA would like to extend sympathy to 
Karen and David Shanahan and their family of 
Lackabane Village on the death of Karen’s dad 
Maurice Breen of Ballydowny. May Maurice 
Rest in Peace.
LOTTO
12th JUNE 2022. Numbers Drawn14, 3,18, 25.  
€40 WINNERS: KEVIN MADDEN, 30 LIOSDARA 
OAKPARK; JOHN O’SHEA, RAHEEN; ALANNAH 
FITZGERALD. JAMES HOULIHAN, CURRAGH 
AGHADOE; EILEEN HICKEY, DUBLIN.
                                                                

EAST KERRY GAA  NEWS 
By Michael O’Mahony 

DYLAN CROWLEY MEMORIAL 

TOURNAMENT 2022
Great day will be in store for everyone on this  
Saturday June 18th at Paddy O Leary Memorial 
Park, Gneeveguilla.  Twelve U11 teams : 
Gneeveguilla, Rathmore, Glenflesk, Kilgarvan, 
Killarney Legion, Spa, Currow , Firies, Listry, 
Scartaglen, Cordal, Kilcummin (all teams that 
Dylan would have played against in his short 
career) will complete on the 18/6, from early 
morning right up to the finals at 3pm approx. 
Great  credit is due to Tournament organiser 
Sean O Sullivan and committee on the great 
work . Join them  on the day for a bit of fun, a 
feast of football and  remember Dylan Crowley 
RIP.
SYMPATHIES
We extend our sympathies to families of  
Humphrey Courtney RIP Cork & Rathmore  GAA 
Club , Tom O’Leary RIP Killarney. Ar dheis Dé go 
raibh a anam dílis
CONGRATULATIONS to Rathmore U9 hurlers 
who played  at half time on Saturday last in 
the Kerry v Wexford, 2022 All-Ireland Senior 
Hurling Championship Preliminary Quarter-
Final in Austin Stack Park.
Congratulations to Kerry Minors in All Ireland 
qualified Group 3 & Kerry Ladies in All 
Ireland  Ladies Football qualified Group Kerry 
Camogie All Ireland Intermediate Camogie 
Championship Rd 3
EAST KERRY O DONOGHUE CUP Draws & Fr 

Gavin cup draw on Thursday July 7th at 8pm 
Gleneagle Hotel

FIRIES GAA CLUB
It was a busy week at  Firies GAA Club this week 
with  a number of Go Games and competitive 
game we had this week and took a few team 
pics.
The U 7 Boys played Legion on Saturday 
morning. U13 Boys played Na Gaeil on 
Sunday evening. U11 Boys Played Ballymac 
on Thursday evening. U12 Girls played Duagh 
on Wednesday evening. U13 Hurlers played 
Kilmoyley on Wednesday evening. U14 Girls 
played Dr Crokes on Thursday evening

MILLTOWN/CASTLEMAINE CLUB
LOTTO
Sponsored by Almas Takeaway, Milltown 
The fortnightly club lotto draw took place on 
Monday, June 13th at the club grounds. There 
was no jackpot winner on this occasion. The 
numbers drawn were 8, 19, 20 and the bonus 
ball was 17. Lucky Dip winners were as follows:  
€50 - James Mangan, Milltown. €50 - Patricia 
O'Carroll. €25 - Dan Flynn, Milltown. €25 - Cath 
Pavlovic, Firies. €25 - Pamela Mackessy, Milltown. 
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Firies u13 Hurlers V Kilmoyley 

Firies U14 Girls V Crokes   Firies Under 13 A team
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€25 - Eileen O'Sullivan, Ballyfinnane. Our next 
club lotto draw is scheduled to take place on 
Monday, June 27th at 8:00pm where the jackpot 
will be €12,600. 
CREDIT UNION COUNTY SENIOR FOOTBALL 
LEAGUE: DIVISION 2, ROUND 9 RESULT AND 
ROUND 10 FIXTURE UPDATE
MILLTOWN/CASTLEMAINE 'A' MADE IT back 
to back victories in the County Senior Football 
League on Sunday afternoon after coming away 
with a six point win (3-09 to 0-12) against John 
Mitchels in Round 9 at Ballyseedy. John Mitchels 
were quickest out of the blocks, opening up a 
0-3 to 0-0 lead inside the first quarter. Milltown/
Castlemaine steadied the ship however as the 
half wore on with Eanna O'Connor tagging on a 
number of frees whilst Cillian Burke landed our 
solitary point from play in the first half to see 
the sides enter the half-time interval all square 
at 0-6 apiece. They say goals win matches and 
that certainly rang through in the second half as 
an Eanna O'Connor penalty after Gavin Horan's 
goalbound effort was leg blocked, a sublime 
run and finish to the top left hand corner from 
Cillian Burke and a third goal from Horan seen 
us head down the home stretch of this contest 
with a 3-07 to 0-09 lead. John Mitchels did push 
hard late on and three unanswered points did 
see the lead reduced to four but two late Eanna 
O'Connor frees into the wind saw us run out 
victors with six points to spare. 
COUNTY SENIOR DEVELOPMENT LEAGUE: 
ROUND 5 FIXTURE
Milltown/Castlemaine 'C' will take on Waterville 
'B' on Friday next, June 17th at the Paddy Burke 
Memorial Park, Milltown in Round 4 of the 
County Senior Development League. Throw-in is 
fixed for 7:30pm. Our lads have two wins from 
four games thus far in this competition.
U-13 FIXTURES: UPDATE
Milltown/Castlemaine's U-13 Green and White 
sides have both qualified for the Lee Strand 
County Football League Semi-Finals with fixture 
details to be confirmed in due course. Well done 
to the players and management involved. 
THE U-13 GREEN AND WHITE sides took on 
Austin Stacks on Sunday evening with two 
outstanding games of football on display for 
the spectators. The White side just came up 
short losing 5-09 to 4-11 whilst the Green side 
produced a terrific second half performance 
having been well down at half-time to take a 
draw from the encounter at the end, the game 
finishing 5-02 to 0-17. Great effort by both 
teams.

U-15 CHALLENGE GAME
Milltown/Castlemaine's U-15 side will return to 
action on Friday next, June 17th as they travel 
to take on Firies at 6:30pm in a Challenge Match. 
U-7 FIXTURE UPDATE
Our U-7 Boys will have a blitz on Tuesday next, 
June 21st at 6:45pm as they welcome Beaufort 
to the Paddy Burke Memorial Park, Milltown.
U-8 GIRLS
Our Milltown/Castlemaine U-8 Girls will have 
training on Monday next, June 20th at 6:15pm 
at the club grounds.
GAELIC FOR MOTHER'S AND OTHERS - 
MUNSTER BLITZ
Milltown/Castlemaine's Gaelic for Mother's and 
Others have two teams heading to the Mallow 
Sports Complex on Saturday, June 18th as they 
will be participating in the Munster Blitz. 
KERRY SOUTH U-15: CLUB REPRESENTATION
Well done to Michael Lynch and James Dempsey 
who played for the Kerry South U-15 side last 
Saturday afternoon against Cork. The side were 
unlucky to lose out by a solitary point on the 
day but it was great to see two club members 
representing the county. 
CONGRATULATIONS
All at Milltown/Castlemaine GAA would like to 
offer our congratulations to Joan O'Shea and 
Johnny O'Leary who got married last Saturday 
afternoon. We wish you both many years of 
health and happiness together.

BALLYHAR-FIRIES GAA 
LOTTO
Numbers drawn were 3, 16, 22, 28. No jackpot 
winner. 5x€30: Michael O Leary. Geraldine 
Cronin, Firies. Roger O Donoghue, Dromore. 
Margaret Kelly, Farranfore. John Collan, c/o 
Bridie. Next weeks jackpot €10,100 
Thanks to everyone who purchased a ticket and 
don’t forget to get one for next week!!     
Get your lotto tickets online via the Firies page 
on Clubforce or tickets are also available to 
purchase physically in some of the local shops 
incl. Aherns Pharmacy, Farranfore, Sherwood 
Bar and Restaurant Farranfore, Sheehans Shop 
Farranfore, Moriarty’s Centra Farranfore, Bridies 
Shop Firies, Hendersons Shop and Bar Firies 
and from all the usual sellers. We thank these 
businesses for their continued support. Thank 
you all for your continued support.   
COISTE NA NOG
Academy Football Training continues on the 

pitch in Farranfore this Saturday for all Boys & 
Girls from 10.30 to 11.30. It will be great the see 
everyone back with us again for the summer. All 
new players welcome. All players are reminded 
to bring their €3, Gumshields and water bottles. 
Remember No membership- No play.  
 
Academy Hurling Training continues on the 
pitch in Farranfore this Sunday for U5, U7 & U9 
from 11.00 to 12.00. All new players welcome. All 
players are reminded to bring their €3 and water 
bottles. Hurley’s and Helmets will be supplied 
if you don’t have your own. Remember No 
membership- No play 
 RESULTS
U12 Girls Div 4 Firies 3-14 Duagh 0-04 
U14 Girls Div 5 Firies 1-04 Dr Crokes 6-08 
U10 Girls played Crokes in go games this week 
& took part in the u10 county Blitz today held in 
Fossa 
U13 Boys Firies B 5-11 Na Gaeil 5-04 
U13 Boys Firies A 3-09 Na Gaeil 3-06 
Senior Men Div 3 County League Firies 0-10 
Glenflesk 2-07 
 

Firies U12 Gilrs V Duagh Firies Gaa U11 Boys A Team

Fionn Murphy and Padraig Moynihan, Rathmore of the   
Kerry Minor Football team celebrated  their win over 

Tyrone at Portlaoise  on Saturday last
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Mileen, Kilbarry, Macroom, Co. Cork. T: (086) 236 1245  E: denisoherlihyengineering@gmail.com

Denis O’HerliHyDenis O’HerliHy

e n g i n e e r i n ge n g i n e e r i n g

SPECIALISING IN CONVERSIONS OF OLD CUBICLES 
/ SILO BUILDINGS INTO MODERN CUBICLE LAYOUT

ALL WORK FITTED TO GRANT SPEC .

Suppliers of Diagonal Feed Barriers - 
Head Locking Feed Barriers - 

Dividing Gates and Penning - Cubicles - Mats 
- Drinkers - Rubber Roll - Calf Equipment- 

Concrete work.

Suppliers of Diagonal Feed Barriers - 
Head Locking Feed Barriers - 

Dividing Gates and Penning - Cubicles - Mats 
- Drinkers - Rubber Roll - Calf Equipment- 

Concrete work.
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TO ADVERTISE CALL: DES 087  6593427  |  E: des@outlookmags.com
OUTLOOK NOTICES

Caragh Neeson, daughter of Breeda and Mike Neeson and Aidan O’Donoghue, O’Sullivans Place, son of Ann & 
the late  Eamonn pictured on their Wedding day on April 28th. The couple held an an intimate wedding reception 
at Aghadoe Heights Hotel for immediate family following the ceremony at St. Mary’s Cathedral and on April 30th 
had a party for their extended family and friends at the Killarney Avenue Hotel.
Top right: Carragh pictured with her bridesmaids Jessica Quinn-Breen & Dee Nolan
Bottom Right: Aidan and Caragh pictured with Caragh’s son Ryan Neeson.    Photography: Ian Cronin
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TRADES&SERVICES

OG

OG

ED 26 2022

ED 43 2022

Ed 44 2022

TO ADVERTISE CALL: DES 087  6593427  |  E: des@outlookmags.com

Ed 32 2022

Ed 25 2022

Ed 21 2023

Ed 51 2022

ED 31, 2022

Ed 47 2022

Ed 45 2022
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TRADES&SERVICES

OG

OG

Ed 22, 2022

Ed 41  2022

OG
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Ed22 2023

Ed 24 2022

Ed 36  2022

Ed 24 2022
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This role best suits those with a 
positive attitude, who enjoy working 

systematically and productively.

The fast paced and energised 
environment relies on organisation 

and efficiency, it is important to 
ensure you have a moderate level of 
fitness to enable you to comfortably 

carry out your tasks.

No experience necessary as 
full training will be given.

 Send your CV to 
careers@walshcolourprint.com

Ireland’s largest trade printing 
company are seeking

Castleisland, Co. Kerry

TRAINEE PRINT 
ASSISTANTS 

Full-Time

TO ADVERTISE CALL: DES 087  6593427  |  E: des@outlookmags.com
EMPLOYMENT
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EMPLOYMENT

Please contact: 085 815 69 42
Jhayden01@gmail.com

require a 

TOURTOUR  
DRIVERDRIVER

SPSV Licence Essential.SPSV Licence Essential.

Local Knowledge Local Knowledge 
an advantage.an advantage.
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TO ADVERTISE CALL: DES 087  6593427  |  E: des@outlookmags.com

AVAILABLE CLASSIFIEDS
ED 24
DRIVEWAYS Tarmacadam, driveways, roadways and yards, Concrete, 
Stone Chips, Kerbs, All groundworks and plant hire.
CONTACT DENIS LYNCH: 086 3584956

ED 26
WEEK LONG, FUN SUMMER CAMPS 'AS GAEILGE' for 7-14year 
olds in St. Brendan's College. Start July 4th + July 11th.
SEE; WWW.SPRAOINAGAEILGE.COM

TO LET CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE CLASSIFIEDS

ED 24
THERAPY AND COUNSELLING ROOM TO RENT  part -time or 
full time open to qualified practitioners. Only 3mins from Killarney 
town centre set in a quiet area with private parking and wheelchair 
accessible. This building has a calm atmosphere and a joy to work 
from . Therapies already include Acupuncture and counselling. 
PLEASE CONTACT 086 3809067 FOR ENQUIRIES.

WANTED CLASSIFIEDS

ED 24
YOUTH WANTED with experience of horses to work at trecking center 
for summer season.  CONTACT DAN 087 0576703

ED 26
FOR SALE FIREWOOD - HARDWOOD AND SOFTWOOD - TRAILERS 
OR BAGS : CONTACT : 087- 2457513 
ED 24
FOR SALE: 2010 TOYOTA AVENSIS : DV4D DSL.- 2.0Lt - long NCT until 
the 2nd August - 2023 - Taxed to 1st August 2022 - New Tyres recently 
fitted - had a full service before NCT- Strata model- Saloon car - Black 
in colour- 185 K Mls- all the usual extras - GOOD DRIVING CAR : €3250  
ONO. CONTACT : 087 - 6237163

ED 24
FOR SALE 
SPECIAL OFFER: Lovely 
Trailer of Jet Black Turf only 
€150 delivered. Bags of Turf 
also delivered. 
CONTACT: 089 - 4805403

ED 24
FOR SALE
This accordion is in mint condition just as it 
left the shop. HS super durall reeds and case.
Selling for €450. New sells for €625.
Old Button Poulo Soprani Accordians 
purchased and repaired.
CONTACT : 086 2390050

ED 27
SOUL MATES 
Meet like minded people with a view to 
meeting that Special Someone for Friendship 
& Romance.  Safe, reliable & confidential.
PHONE  087 9216302 / 087 7720250

Entrants for this years Killarney Regatta Queen taken at the Launch Night last night in 
Killarney Avenue Hotel. Sarah Trant (Muckross) Eilis Milland (Flesk Valley) Sinead Oliver 
(Workmen)Sarah Wharton (Commercials, missing form picture is Beth Coffey Fossa.

ED 24
MAN AVAILABLE FOR CUTTING LAWNS - Grass taken away - Keen 
Rates :  CONTACT : 087- 2744454.
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MEMORIALS | NOVENAS

FR JIM LINEHAN’S SILVER JUBILEE:  It is with joy this year that 
we celebrate with Fr Jim his 25 years of ministry as a priest in 
the Diocese of Kerry. Ordained in St. Patrick’s College Thurles on 
June 7th 1997, Fr Jim ministered in Listowel, Castletownbere, 
Allihees and Eyries before coming to minister in Killarney Parish 
in 2014 and with that as part of the Pastoral Area of Priests in 
Kilcummin since 2019. We celebrate in Thanksgiving with Fr Jim 
for the great gifts that have flowed through his Priesthood, and 
for the wonderful support he has received over the years. To 
mark this great milestone in his life and priesthood, Fr Jim will 
celebrate Mass on Fri 17th of June at 7.00pm in the Cathedral with 
parishioners, family and friends, and there will be refreshments 
afterwards in St Brendan’s College. You are all most welcome to 
join in celebration and thanksgiving with him.
NOVENA TO THE SACRED HEART begins on Thurs June 16th 
at all our Masses in St Mary’s Cathedral and the Church of the 
Resurrection, and continues for nine days leading to the Feast of 
the Sacred Heart, which falls on Fri June 24th
Novena to the Sacred Heart: From the 16th—24th of June.
Inisfallen Island Mass: Friday 24th of June. Boats leaving Ross 
Castle from 4pm onwards, Mass on Island at 6.30pm.
KILLARNEY BURIAL GROUND MASS: Monday 27th of June.
MUCKROSS ABBEY PILGRIMAGE AND CEMETERY MASS: 
Monday 4th of July, pilgrimage at 6.30pm with Mass at Abbey 
Graveyard at 7.30pm. Aghadoe Cemetery Mass Provisionally 
booked for Monday July 25th @ 8pm
NEW CEMETERY MASS: Monday 1st of August at 7pm.
RE YOU LIVING IN IRELAND UNDOCUMENTED? Do you know 
someone who may be an undocumented migrant? If so, please 
mention this to them. Undocumented people can apply for 
a legal status now. Applications for the new government 
undocumented scheme are open until 31 July. Don’t miss this life 
changing opportunity. To check your eligibility and get support to 
apply visit the Migrants Rights Centre Ireland website www.mrci.
ie or email info@mrci.ie or contact 083-0755387 
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IN MEMORIAM
TO PLACE A MEMORIAL ON 
THE KILLARNEY OUTLOOK

Please email details to: 
ashling@outlookmags.com 

and the verse and photo you 
would like to include.

If it is a repeat anniversary we 
will have your photo and verse 

on file, just call Ashling on: 
087 7160372

Please include a contact name, 
address and telephone number.

payment can be made via credit card 
by calling 1800 71 40 40

Full Column: €20
2/3 Column: €15
1/3 Column: €10

Prayers: €10 each

MEMORIALS | NOVENAS

7th & 13th ANNIVERSARIES

FALVEY
In loving rememberance of our two darling boys Seamus & Jimmy

Seamus 26th June, 2015
Jimmy 26th May, 2009

Curragh, Aghadoe, Killarney

Beautiful memories of someone we love,
Will comfort and lift you like the wings of a dove,

For in beautiful dreams there's no loss or pain,
In beautiful memories we are together again.

Loved and treasured forever, Mom, Jerry, Gobnait, Michael, John, Brendan, 
Linda, Chris, Lorraine, Ann Marie, Dylan, Mattie, Faela and Abbie.

Anniversary Mass Sunday 19th June at Fossa Parish Church at 10 am - 
will be streamlined on Fossa Webcam 

Níl sa bhás ach malairt Bheatha

25TH ANNIVERSARY 25TH 
ANNIVERSARY

Jack 
O’Donoghue

Tiernaboul,
Killarney. 

We lovingly remember 
our father, 

Jack O’Donoghue, 
late of Tiernaboul, 

whose 25th Anniversary 
occurs on June 20th.

 Life is but a stopping place
A pause in what’s to be

A resting place along the road,
To sweet eternity.

Remembering also our 
late mother, Kathy, 

whose 2nd anniversary 
was on April 17th.

 Eternal rest grant unto their souls, 
may perpetual light shine upon them.

Fondly remembered  by Kevin, Paul, 
Bernadette and their families.

 
Anniversary Mass for Jack will be in the 

Church of the Resurrection, 
Sunday, June 19th at 11am.

In Loving Memory of

THE MIRACLE
PRAYER

Dear Sacred Heart of Jesus, in the past, 

I have asked for many favors. 

This time I ask for a very special one. 

(Here mention your request.) 

Take it, dear Jesus, and place it within 

your own broken heart, where your Father 

sees it. Then, in his merciful eyes, it will 

become your favor and not mine. Amen.

Say for three days and promise to publish.

COC 

THE MIRACLE
PRAYER

Dear Sacred Heart of Jesus, in the past, 

I have asked for many favors. 

This time I ask for a very special one. 

(Here mention your request.) 

Take it, dear Jesus, and place it within 

your own broken heart, where your Father 

sees it. Then, in his merciful eyes, it will 

become your favor and not mine. Amen.

Say for three days and promise to publish.

COC 

BIRTHDAY REMEMBRANCE

Audrey (Auds) 
Favier

Whose Birthday occurs on 
the 19th June

Words and times 
We can no longer share

But in our hearts 
You are always there

With love always 
From Dad, Fergal, Enda and Aoife

Xx

In Loving Memory of

JESUS
May your Sacred Heart Lord Jesus, be praised, glorified and honoured

throughout the whole world now and forever.

Repeat this 3 times.

EF

PRAYER TO THE
VIRGIN MARY

O most beautiful Flower of Mount Carmel, Fruitful Vine, 
Splendour of Heaven, Blessed Mother of the Son of 

God, Immaculate Virgin, assist me this my necessity. O 
Star of the Sea, help me and show me herein you are 

my Mother.
O Holy Mary, Mother of God, Queen of Heaven and 

Earth, I humbly beseech you from the bottom of my 
heart, to succour me in this necessity; there are none 

that can withstand your power.
O Mary, conceived without sin, pray for us who have 

recourse to thee (3 times).
Holy Mary I place this cause in your hands (3 times). 

Thank you for your mercy towards me and mine.  Amen.
This prayer must be said for three days and after that 
the request will be granted and the prayer must be 

published.  Thank you for favours received.
EF
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